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A Q tt F F M F N T • " P O N T P A P T A 
THIS AGREEMENT made and entered into as of the 1 st day of October 1, 2002, by and 
between CONTRACT CLEANERS ASSOCIATION OF. ST; LOUIS, which includes the 
following:- :.' • r-iX.'. .. .-. .'.W. •". . • ' ,-.. .:.• • 
(a) .. ABBCO Service.Corporation :A..'.» -•..;.;. •'-. 1"J' > '', 
. .. (b). BG Service Solutions.. ., ' •. ••.'•v-f , <0.:.;£ -,•; • .. 
. - (c) . . Clean Tech Company... . >'.Y-~...\A '•'?•"/'.X'l" > "'."•'•s ..v "•.. ' , : '-
(d) Columbia Maintenance . . . . \". ; ' •'£ . c ';,:~ • 
(e) . Maintenance .Unlimited Janitorial, Inc. • -J. •'•••,•• •:-.
 : .'';;"•; . . . 
. (f) Mitch.Murch's Maintenance Management1 Co. * <*. . .,.,-: .. : -.
 ; 
/ i : :
' - ' (g) Onesource'FaciHty'SexvioeSjiEac. ^r j" - ' ' » v? .;.:' . ^ 
(h) Building One Service.Solutions • - : / . ' 
. ... . ..: i'.yy :i -jj\ V' .- . 'vrj: : ; •'* ov VV-J:^. •• ;. • - : 
hereinafter-referred to. as the Employer, .and/or..the. Company,; ahd:;SERVICE. EMPLOYEES 
INTERNATIONAL.UNION, LOCAL NO...50,.AFL-CIO,..CLC, hereinafter,referred to as the 
Union. . . ...;..., ^  •" •' -. 
ARTTPT F 1 - WF-POnNTTTON ANn RAKCATNTNG TTNTT 
Section 1.01 -The Employer agrees'-to recognize the Union as the sole bargaining agent for.the 
employees of• the Employer engaged .in.the classifications set forth in Article 13 of this 
Agreement, in the Greater St. Louis Metropolitan area. Excluded are office clerical employees, 
sales personnel, supervisors and guards, as defined in the Act. •> *. 
Section i .n i . All terms and conditions of the Contract. "B" attached hereto are incorporated;in 
this Contract "A". If and when during the term'of this Contract "A", Contract "B" becomes 
effective by its terms, the Employer agrees to be bound'by Contract " 3 " as specified in Contract 
AttTTPT F 2 - PTIKPOSF OF AnWFFMFNT 
Section 2.01 It is the intention of the parties that this Agreement will establish sound relations 
between the Employer and its employees which will promote harmony, genuine cooperation and 
efficiency, to the end that the employees and the Employer may mutually benefit; assure a full 
day's work for a fair day's pay, and to facilitate peaceful adjustment of differences which may 
arise from time to time between the Employer and the Union, or between the Employer and any 
employees covered by this Agreement. This Agreement is intended to set forth all the rights of 
the Union and the employees and the Employer, all of which arise as a result of this Contract. 
Section 2.02 It is recognized that the interests of the Employer and the interests of its employees 
are fundamentally the same, since the Employer must prosper if its employees are to prosper. 
This requires that both the Employer and the employees work together to the end that quality and 
costs of service will prove increasingly more attractive to the customers of the business, so that 
the business will be continuously successful. Accordingly, the Employer and the Union do 
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hereby mutually pledge themselves to make every effort to make this Agreement the means of 
improving the relations between the employees coyered-by;this Agreement and the Employer, of 
obtaining fair treatment by supervisors for all employees-, of the Employer and improving 
efficiency and economies so that both may prosper. .> j . •. ., ••.. 
SfiCliim^2J^'r:-The;rparnvesr;recogriize.:'that ,1htu efficiency -of any-enterprise requires,, clear 
management authority and freedom •tarnake-.decisiohs^and.jto operate its business: in aa.efficient 
manner:- The~Company'xetains,iand it;is recognized ^ that the* management of the Company, the 
"control -of its-f equipment: and the maintenance.''of^ordernat'lits: work locations are solely the 
responsibility1 of management; .(However,,the. Company .will" notify, the Union of any transfer or 
change of location including riamerand'.number o£employees;affected'.by such change). It is 
hereby agreed that nothing in this Agreement shall limit the Company in the exercise of its 
functions of management;: such as;.\but;:byno.means 'wholly.incIusive,.the right;to\decide: -the 
numbers/location;'and relocation of work stations; the; merger, sale .or-termination .of. all or any 
part of its business;? to: altetv" rearrange,-: combine, transfer/assign or cease any job, operation or 
• service; the services to-be rendered;'the work to be subcontracted out or purchased; the. schedules 
of operation; the use.of;eqmpment:or.;niaterials;;.ithe.:customerS''.to-be served; the amount of 
supervision necessary; toirelieve:employees:«from-.duties,and assignments .because of the lack of 
work in accordance with-. Article. 8;.;to combine and-.eliminate jobs;, to set shift ; schedules ..and 
quantity of work; to establish and maintain job requirements and job contents'-and the .standards 
of service. It is agreed that management maintains and retains all of its managerial rights and 
that they are allvested solely and exclusively in, the.,Company;unless specifically contracted away 
by this Agreement and further;mat.the:enumeration-.of management's rights shall not be deemed 
to'exclude any other management.rights.- .:•. ?.:'.\ -r.-±t.-: -'-.-/<_., •• - . , : : : . 
APTTPT F 1 -TTTVTON STfOP AND m t t T N C ., 
Sppfinn .1.01 The Employer shall*-at the time, of.hiro.inform ;each new employee who.comes 
under the scope of this Agreement ofthe existence and terms of this Agreement. 
Spptinn .1.02 Further, the Employer>shall~at.the time.bfhire, give:each new employee a.copy of 
the NOTICE TO NEW EMPLOYEES. The Union agrees to provide the Employer with copies 
of this notice. 
Sppfinn .1.0.1 Neither the Company nor the Union will discriminate, against any.employee on the 
basis of race, color, sex, disability, religion or national origin or any other factor as and to the 
extent prohibited by law.' Any reference to either the male or female.gender shall be understood 
to apply to both sexes where applicable. •>• -
Sertinn 1.04 As a condition of continued employment, all .employees included in the collective 
bargaining unit shall, prior to thirty-one (31) days after the start of their employment with the 
Employer, or the effective date of this Agreement, whichever is later, either, become members of 
the Union and pay to the Union the periodic monthly dues and initiation fees uniformly required 
of all Union members or pay to the Union a service fee as such may from time to time be 
established by the Union. The Union shall certify to the Employer the amount that constitutes 
periodic monthly dues or said service fee. 
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Sect ion ,V05 Fmplnypp* TTirpri Affpr Agrppment Becfimes Fffprtivp A n employee whose 
employment commences after the time this Agreement, becomes effective shall, not later than 
thirty-one (31) calendar days after the commencement of employment, if still employed, tender to 
the Union: (i) an amount of money equal to the initiation fee uniformly charged by the Union to 
all employees who become;membersjofithetUnioh urJes$;the-empIoyeHias,:aniny.^e^ipus .time, 
tendered such amount to the Union;band^;(ii):'an^amount-of:rmoney equal to ithe monthly,dues 
uniformly charged by-the Union to';all employees who aremembers of theUman'iorLi!service fee. 
Thereafter, such an employee shally^not(later than^the:fifteenthr(;15:r);calendar;dayiof each,month 
of employment, tender to;the-Umonan/ampunt;of money equal toithe:monthly-dues uniformly 
charged by the Union to'alLemployees 'who aYe members of the Union or-a service fee. . - -• •;. i 
Serrinti 3 Ofi .Finplnywis Molding Certain Keligimis ftelipfs Any employee who is a.member 
of and adheres to established'and traditional tenets^or teachings of a bona' fide,religion, body or 
sect which has*".historically held^conscientious/objecnons; totjoimngiorr financially supporting 
labor organizations shall not be.required-toVjoin: or financially supportrthis labor organization as a 
condition' of "employment, '.-provided.that'.it -is/understood -that any;such employee holding 
conscientious ^objections-pursuant toUhis'.provision/who requests this organization to use the 
grievance/arbitration procedures on'his/her rbehal£ may be: charged-for the reasonable costs of 
using such procedure.. . '- . - • *:•?: T r'v;.:^1 ;••.'._ r*. .L -- •;., -..•*- _• '• 
Sftptinii 3.0,7 Membership iff the Union-is hot* compulsory;and is a matter separate, distinct and 
apart from an employee's obligation to (share equally the cost of adrninistering and negotiating 
this Agreement. All employees have the right to join, not join, maintainor drop their 
membership in the Union as they see fit but must, in all cases, comply with Section 3.04 by 
tendering either the mohmly.^dues.'or.Jservice':.;feeRi as appropriate.. The Union recognizes, 
however, that it is required under the Agreement to represent all employees included within the 
collective''bargaining unit without regard to whether or not the employee is a member, of the 
Union. The Union^ further agrees that it shall .accept into membership each employee who 
becomes eligible to be a member of the collective bargaining unit and who tenders to the Union 
the periodic.monthly dues 'and initiation/fees Luniformly required as":a condition of acquiring or 
retaining membership in the Union. •. .;" '., • :r-: ; . . . < 
Spptinn 3_ft8 The Company through its agents will not discourage anyone from joining the 
Union and/or participating in.the Union.. . .. <\ - . . . . ' . . . - • • •; , 
• . . . . . , • i • , 
Sprtinn 3.CW The Company agrees to consider any applicant referred to it by the Union. The 
decision on hiring, however, remains the exclusive right of the Company. 
Section 3.1n The Company agrees, to collect back dues which are owing from employees,,upon 
proper notification from the Union, by collecting up to one month of back dues at a rate not to 
exceed $4.00 per month. If an employee is in arrears.in excess of one month's dues, it shall be 
the responsibility:of the Union to collect such sums. Provided that, in the event an employee 
owes back dues which were incurred while the employee was employed by the Company, the 
Company will collect all such back'dues through payroll deduction at a rate not to exceed $4.00 
per month. 
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ARTfPT F. 4 _ r H F . r V h ' i r F 
-> • - . : J . ; •" • ' • ' . , . _ , _ —,_• . . / ' ;• ( • • _ . \ - , i 
Sertinn 4.01 The Employer, agrees^to a checkoff for thepayment of Union dues and to deduct 
such payments from the wages.of alliemployees and.remi.t.same to the Union in accordance with 
the terms of signed authorizations of such employees, and according to the method set forth 
below, .and the Employer, shall becthe agent^forrreceiying such monies and the deduction of,said 
dues by the<Emplbyer shall"coristitutepayment;of sai^dues:byrthe employees. _:, . 
Section 4.02- • The arrinnnt of dues .to.ibe.deducted :each i month ^ throughout the terms of this 
Agreement:under the conditions outhned;aboYe<shajlbe certified:to the Employer.by the Union 
simultaneously with the signing of this Agreement;; provided, howeyer, if;the dues are increased 
or decreased in accordance.with the Gonstitutionand:By-Laws;pf the Union during the life of this 
Agreement, the Union shalhcertify.me changed amo.unt.of such dues, and thereafter the Employer 
shall deduct such newly certified.amount of d"aes.^ v;,-,K •>.• •-.. .- - .; < 
The Employer will remit to the Officer of the Union who has been certified to the Employer by 
theduly authorized Officers of the Union, the, amoiirtt of monthly dues so, collected. • ^ 
Section 4.03 :The regular monthly dues for regular!employees shall be deducted in equal weekly 
or bi-weekly amounts,; and such amounts shall be forwarded monthly to the Union. > • . . - % 
Sertinn 4.04 All sums deducted for dues shall be remitted to. the Union not later .than the 
twentieth (20 ) day of the month after which such deductions are made. 
Sertinn 4.05 In the event that the Employer fails to deduct and remit the proper Union dues, or 
fails to comply with any rpf the~> terms., of.-this.- Agreement, the .Union .may consider any. such 
conduct on the part of the Employer a material breach af this Agreement.
 :- . • :.•<••:... 
Sertinn 4.06 Notwithstanding Section 3.05.hereof;.;the initiation fee for all employees shall be 
St 
deducted in installments over a'six (6) month period beginning in the;month followingvthe 31 
day of employment or the effective date of this contract* whichever is later. •. 
Section 4:07 The Union agrees to indemnify and-hold-the (Employer harmless against any and all 
claims, suits, orders or judgments brought or issiied'against the Employer as a result of any action 
taken or not taken by the Employer pursuant to any written or oral communication from the 
Union under the provisions of this Article. ; 
Sertinn 4.0R COPE The Employer agrees to deduct such sums as the employee directs by 
written authorization to the COPE fund of the SEIU, provided that the amount designated is no 
less than Two Dollars per month; Employee COPE authorizations shall be permitted in the 
month of January each year and shall not be revoked for a period of one year. All revocations 
shall be in writing. i . 
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AWTirT.F.<i -mSMTSSAT. 
Sprtinn 5.01 No employee shall be discharged from employment by the Employer for reason of 
his activity in" the Union, or by his 'furnishing- the Union or its.members with any information 
regardmg" working conm^ons in or around'his place of employment;;.;... :-.. . . . ,jnx-y>. 
- '• - ' . * • . . ) . •: •J.J:. ^zxn'oir^- ij::u? *,o ivurrtr-s.itati'.r"* O M : : ^ yj ,:.if-;.. 
Sertinn 5.02 The Employer• agreed that'inovnor^probatioriary employee!shall .be disciplined 
without just cause, with mereasbrofof-sich-'disciplme given't6;the employee immediately upcn 
such discipline. Upon request, either the employee or the Union will be given written notice of 
discharge or suspension at-me'time'itis^given'orsuch.notice wilkbe;mailed to theuvlastknown 
address. "Should the" employee "wi'slf-io co^ntest'discipline-ofany kind; written notice thereof shall 
be given to the Employer'andUi^orrwithin-'seven'^) calendar.'days,^in.'.wm'ch event the issue 
shall thereafter be submitted, to and determined,'under .the grievance procedure... In the event .the 
notice of discipline is; mailed,1 the employee-shall have severi.(7)days imwhich to-file a grievance 
from the date of receipt or attempt to deliver,: The mailing .shall:jhe.,by ^certified mail, return 
receipt requested. 
•--'-••" ' "' ' • • • "- ^ " '
 ;
- -~ ••• -'•••'- y-'.i "'.' v . / L . v y :,:.• • ; • , . v . . - ' L i ' ' ' r -• - v . . ' ' 
Section 5.03 The Employer shall make available; at'its place of business all monies due no later 
than the next regularly scheduled payday for the workweek in which the dismissal takes place; 
where practical,1 a "check-will be prcparedf.earhep.than such date and sent-to the ..employee at 
his/her last known' address. No vacation pay,' in any event, shall be paid ,to any employee who is 
dismissed for cause. Any regular employee who is off work on a workers' compensation injury 
shall not receive vacation credits. "*• •"••"* -"; :;•:- '.:•: ...-.: " ..-;>_-
ARTTrTK 6 - S H O P STF.WAOT 
Section 6.01 *The Employer agrees to reco^iize'Shop Stewards designated by the Union, which 
number shall not exceed one per shift :at any job location. • , / «.. fc 
Section 6.02 Employees, during: a conference where disciplinary action is to be taken or where 
an employee is questioned on a matter thaUmay lead to any. disciplinary action may, upon 
request, have a Union member; ayaiiab!e<-in such conference,-provided another employee is 
available and provided his or her presence will not interfere with operations. The Company will 
make every attempt to utilize the shop-steward for this purpose provided he/she is available and 
his or her presence will not interfere with operations. If;no Union employee is available, .the 
disciplinary action shall be reduced tO:writing and a copy;given to the employee or mailed within 
a twenty-four (24) hour period, except for terminations and suspensions, which notice must be 
given to the employee by the end of the shift if a supervisor is present, or if not, mailed or given 
to the employee on the next business day. -. 
Section 6:03 TheUnion shall provide copies of the contract to each employee. 
Section 6.04 Shop Stewards and other Union officials shall have access to any facility at which 
members of the bargaining unit are employed. The steward or other Union officials shall notify 
an Employer official as soon as possible before he/she enters upon the facility. This paragraph is 
subject to the rules and regulations of the premises and shall in no case interfere with or interrupt 
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operations. Advance permission of the contractors shall also be obtained. The'Employer will 
make a reasonable effort to secure Union access to the premises. • The Employer's permission 
will not unreasonably be withheld. 
, i - ARTTC!T.F;•? -•PKOTF.FTION Off .RTCTTS = 
. . . . .v*: •-:.•; .-/vu L:'\ ':•:-• lu- .';'.'VV :*o ".£• .-•;/;•!•.; •..;.:! ,clt:A. .>,
 t ,'• • •- '..•;-' . -.v. 
Section 7.01 It shall not be a violation ^f-tms'Agreement;-and- it shall not be the cause for 
discharge or disciplinary action, in the event an employee refuses to enter upon any property 
involved in-a"primary labor^dispute ,or refuses"to gof ^ through'or work'behind:any primary picket 
line, including the primary picket line of the Union, which is a party of this Agreement, and 
including primary picket lines at the Employer's places of business. 
Section 7.07 It shall not be a violation of this Agreement,' and it shall not be cause for discharge 
or disciplinary action, if any employee refuses to perform any service which his Employer 
undertakes to perform as an ally of an Employer or person whose employees are on strike, and 
which service, but for such strikes, would be performed by the employees of the Employer or 
person on strike. :- - ;r': ' '' ' •* • a-' ; : .< -.^'•• ••'-•"^\ 
A-imnrji! ft - sFNTORrrv 
••':':•' . , • ' . . -
1
. ' < • ' -jm-jtr.- . - • - ' . . ; : , . : • •; • - , • " - . , . , ^ 
Section 8.M Employees shall accrue seniority on each job or customer. In case of layoffs due to 
losing a customer or job, the last'employee hired shall be the first laid off. Employees shall 
retain their recall rights for a period of up to ninety (90) days from their layoff, and when jobs 
come open on other customers they will be'-given preference in rehiring. If an employee is called 
back to work and refuses to report,-he loseshis 'seniority. -While seniority is by job location, if a 
contract is lost and an employee has:moreith'an two ^ (2) years of actual service with the Company, 
he or she will be allowed to displace the junior employee who is then at his or her current rate of 
pay and who has less service at another lbcatiori'designated by the'Company, tf nn nprninp 
osiotoj^ fne Employer will be allowed thirtyX30) work days-to find another position,' if available, 
for the employee from date of loss of contract. "If ho such junior individual at another location at 
the person's current rate of pay is available, the employee may'displace the junior'person at the 
rate most comparable to employee's wage rate at a site designated by the Company within thirty 
(30) days of the loss of the job. If wages and benefits are reduced, the Company will make every 
effort to restore the person-to a job'having-his former,' higher wages and'benefits as soon as 
practical. In no event will an employee's wage be reduced more-than the differential between the 
locations involved.' -:' -
 t • • - . , • . 
Section 8.07 Extra employees shall acquire seniority and shall be put on regular, when regular 
jobs are open by the same process. Employees shall have the right to request transfers to other 
jobs, when and if openings are available. The parties recognize that customer demands might 
dictate that an employee be moved from a particular job. When so required by a customer, an 
employee will be offered a position consistent with his or her seniority at some other'location. 
When a customer requests removal of an employee, the Company shall make a written request 
that the customer confirm its request in writing. The Company will provide the Union with a 
copy of its written request to the customer. If the Company obtains written confirmation of the 
customer's request, the Company shall provide a copy of the customer's request to the Union. If 
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transferred, every effort, will be made not to reduce the employee's hours or hourly rate. This 
does not restrict the Company's right-to discharge for just cause, however. . ,r-
'. J " . • '• •"•• 
Section 80,3 In the event the Employer desires to layoff any employee or employees for reasons 
such as the loss of a job or portion .of.ajob,; teiiymonj'agfees^'lojmeet with the Employer and 
discuss the proposed layoff in good faith. Employees on layoff and regular part-time and extra 
-employees'shallreceivepreference^pye^^^pw-h^es.. ;-;•,--- ._. -v; T0(- a,.-.. •[ ;, ,r_ ; . .;,. , .-
Section S.0,4 Seniority of aneniplo^ee,shan be broken or termmatedvwhen he or, sbe;; • . .•; . 
(a) Quits. -.. '-iry -•-:y;:u » '::•:: n r ... ; ,t .-• /,: ~. - ,- v - ; • -• -;, ; 
(b) • •. Retires,; or any other legitimate. reason^ .•,;•> < ,^._ .,; . „,< ±r -y . ( 
• (c) ,..;• Is discharged. , . _: :Vtf7;;u T-.- .vwor.'J *j, •:.;. :•['. ^r .v.: ..-i-.lhv \. v- • - • * 
- . " • • - •" •  •" .:d->--T"or- ^•-"i'i:, •• •-.•:••-.•-.:: vfi :/' .v ..! '-, ':" " 
(d) Is absent from work for a period of one (1) working day without notifying the Company 
unless excused by the Company for extenuating circumstances beyond the employee's, control. 
An employee's seniority will noV;temunate^if-the_.Compaiiy rehires the employee within thirty 
(30) days after the employee's discharge because of no call no show. 
(e) -:;Fails to report for work at the close(.of his, leave of:absence. ... : i , - ,T.., 
(f) - ; Fails,, following layoff, to return towork.within three (3) working days following receipt 
of notice ofrrecall from layoff by telephone, or notice sent to his last known address, unless 
•excused by the Company for extenuating circumstances beyond the employee's control. - ,n 
(g) ....Has been on layoff for a period of more .than ninety (90) days, provided that during that 
period-he shall notify, the, Company.and,;t]ie, Union, in. writing, certified mail, return receipt 
requested, of his then current address and telephone number.and of his desire to remain on the 
seniority listat the end of two (2) weeks after, layoff and again the end. of each subsequent four 
(4) week period. .„ ..-v.: •.- i^  c. - < 
(h) - Gives misleading, erroneous,-; and/or .false statements in seeking employment with the 
Company, or on insurance claims, or fails through omission to furnish material background -facts 
as sought on application or insurance forms in connection with employment. There shall be no 
time limit on such items. 
(i)
 : Accepts new employment with some other Employer while on a medical leave of 
absence. • 
Section R.0,5 All employees who have been hired as part-time employees and are regularly 
scheduled to work less than thirty-two (32) hours a week, are part-time employees for the 
purposes of this Agreement. 
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Section R.flfi Contract "R" Transfers - Employees employed under the terms of-this Contract 
A who request in writing, by personally registering at the 'Company office, to be transferred to a 
building subject to the'terms of Contract "B" shall be awarded openings by seniority among those 
employees having made requests, provided"that openings in .buildings serviced by the Company 
for less,than"a,year shall npt.be.subject to transfer by'seniority,but shall be filled at the discretion 
of the Company.''"' i" • • - ' _ * _ " - ; - • ; . ' • = - ' " . - . 
. ^ ARTTrT.FQ-T,F.AVF,OFARSKNrF. _ • _ ^ 
Section 9.0]" Any emplnyfiff wtio"has,completed three (3) months of consecutive employment 
and is in good standing with the Union shall be granted a leave of absence for bona fide illness, 
accident, injury or any other bona fide reason acceptable to the Employer, and shall be restored to 
his regular job classification upon presentation of a doctor's, certificate that he is able to return to 
work.' Leaves of absence are not. to>xceed .twelve (12). weeks, unless mutually ^ agreed to between 
Employer arid employee;^''Leaves',of absence in cases ,of pregnancy shall be. consistent with 
applicable law. '.' ..'~ '*. .'"" •"•'''" ",;' • _ 
Section 9.02 Military Teave: For.the prptectiqn.,of ,the rights and privileges of.all men and 
women who have served in "the. Armed Forces, of $he; United States, both parties hereto agree to 
observe the provisions and spirit of the'section of the Selective Training and Service Act (Title 
50, Appendix 308, U.S. Code Annotated) which provides for the reemployment of Veterans. 
Section 9.0.1 Requests Tor leaves, and "approval or rejection,'shall be in writing. 
Section Q.04 In the event federal and/or state law mandates parental leave, for. the employees of 
the Employer, such terms will be incorporated herein. 
Section 9.05 Upon the Union's 'written, request,, the Company will release one person for every 
seventy-five (75) persons employed by the Company under the terms of the Agreement for a 
period of up to five (5) days each contract year without pay. 
' ' ARTTn Fin-sAXmvnsjntAT/SF. _ ' ; . .'. . " '^ 
Section 10.01 If any provision of this contract or the.application of such provision to any person 
or circumstance shall be ruled an unfair labor practice", of in any other way contrary to law by 
Federal "or State Court or duly authorized agency,, the remainder of this Contract or the 
application of such provision to other persons or circumstances shall not be affected thereby. 
AWTirr.F. 11 - TTOTTttS OF OVFRTTMF AND MATNTFNANrF OF WOKKTNn 
roNnmoNs 
Section 11.01 Forty (40) hours shall constitute a week's work.. Time and one-half (l-Vz) shall be 
paid for all time worked in excess of forty (40) hours per week. Holidays, whether worked or 
not, shall be counted as time worked for overtime purposes. 
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SprHhn n .02 Maintenance nf Iffnnrs: If hoiirs are cut by the Company,'an explanation for that 
move will be given to the employees affected thereby; however, hours will not be cut for 
arbitrary' reasons. The Company will give preference for full-time positions to' its then current 
part-time employees prior to' hiring from the outside. Such current part-time employees shall, 
however, first advise the Companyin writing of a desire' for full time' employment." Seniority of 
employees will be considered, but the Company will not be obligated thereby. - " :'1'^ 
SppHnn 11.03 Occasional exUa'work in'each"burlding"^hair be rotated when possible, so that 
every employee receives a fair share. On daily assignments beyond the normal shift, as much 
notice as possible" will be 'given/ but hot" less "than on6'(l) hour except in' emergencies or 
extenuating circumstances. / ' i " '* ''"'"""- ; ' : A -• ""' 
Sipptinn 11 f>4 Upon execution of this Agreementand upon/request up to twice each~ calendar 
year thereafter," each contractor will provide a" list baits'buildings 'cleaned,. the names of 
employees employed at suctr locations,'the employees' wages and addresses and, for.each 
building, the hours employees are normally present. All such information is subject to the 
confidentiality provisions of this Section. Upon receipt of such information, the Union,will keep 
such information confidential and will not provide such information"to'anyone other than Union 
officials who are full time employees'of Local 50.', That individual, in turn; wilinot provide the 
information'to others. - "]'_" "'." : ' • • • - / ' ••• - ' - ^ 
ARTTCT F 11 - WORKTNn rONTUTTONS ANT) .TOR FXTFNSF 
Spprinn 12.01 The Employer agrees to carry .Workmen's Compensation Insurance on each 
employee coming under the terms and prbvisions'of this Agreement., " * . A * 
Sprtinn 12.02 The Employer agrees to. provide proper safety appliances and equipment,,to 
safeguard the Health and Safety of all employees', and to observe all State and Federal Laws 
regarding working conditions. '' . " - ' - • 
KpHinn 12.03 Where employees are required to wear uniforms, the Employer shall furnish 
same, however, the requirement of maicnkigshirt and pants will not be considered as a uniform. 
Sertinn 12.04 Workmen's Compensation Insurance- The Employer is required to submit,to 
the Union, a Certificate of Workmen's .Compensation Insurance as proof that the Employer has 
complied with Section 12.01 of this Agreement. • - «. -
ARTTPT ,F ,1U TOR DFSrPTPTTONS 
Spotinn 13.01 Janitors-Cleaners. Anyone engaged in washing, cleaning, scrubbing, rinsing, 
waxing, buffing, dusting, sweeping, vacuuming, polishing, disinfecting, wiping, mopping, 
scraping, spraying, scouring, restrooms, halls, floors, offices, etc., or moving furniture, supplies, 
replacing burned out lights and starters, removing trash, supplying toilet rooms, operating 
elevators, loading and unloading trucks, gardening, complete wall, ceiling, light, Venetian blind 
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washing and moving furniture, assisting maintenance person, shall be considered in the above 
classification. • :•.: . ,. .' 
Section 13.02 Mechanical Maintenance Nn. 1? Anyone whose abihty and qualifications are 
such that they are capable of managing and effectively operating a building and making any and 
.all repairs of electric eqiupment"<and 440 -volt; elevators, ^ air conditioning, and other sophisticated 
areas ofme'chanicalmaintenancethatmay arise in day-to-^day operations. .••':• 
Section 13.03 Mechanical Maintenance Nn. V Anyone whose duties shall consist of minor 
carpentry, plumbing, painting, electrical work, replace a door lock, replace broken glass to the 
physical structure of the building, orto'do1 other similar br.related work, and who may be called 
upon to make repairs to the mechanicahequipment usually-found in office buildings, and who 
shall grease, oil, change air filters needed'to air condition or heat the building. •• • 
Section 13.0.4 Emergencies: During, emergencies",, all' employees are expected to perform the 
natural duties of the above job description, including; snowsremovaL " r 
• • " : . . • -• ;"r,~ ' •.' " . r'.:.:.'.: "'•? -. . '!? ii A::\.\ v' ;*;:.' "•• " , • • . . ',\ • ' l .>•'.. 
Section 13.03 Mechanical Maintenance Technician- Any^R whose jnh duties require and 
qualifications include a two (2) year graduate from Rankin Trade School or an equivalent 
commercial course of study, in addition to the Mechanical* Maintenance No. 1 Job Description. 
ARTTPTFI i -WACTS 
Section 14.01 "Wages" as'that term is-used throughout'this contract, shall mean and be defined 
as the minimum hourly wage rate/ Any employee-employed on July 1, 2001, if also continuously 
employed through and including January 1, 2002, received a wage increase of 250 per hour 
effective April 1, 2002; any employee employed on July 1, 2002, if also continuously employed 
through and including January 1, 2003; shall receive'a wage increase of'400 per hour effective 
January 1, 2003; any employee employed on July l*j 2003, if also continuously employed through 
and including January-1, 2004;<shall receive a wage increase of 350 per hour effective January 1, 
2004; any employee employed on Juty 1, 2004;-if-also'continuously employed through and 
including January 1, 2005, shall receive a wage increase of 350 per hour effective January 1, 
2005; any employee employed on July 1, 2005, if also continuously employed through arid 
including January 1, 2006, shall receive a wage increase of 350 per hour effective January 1, 
2006. - . . . • . - • • .-••.: : . •, -
Effective October 1, 2002, the rmnimum wage rate fornew employees shall be: 
F.ffpptivenatR- Inside T-270 • Outside T-7.70 
$6.25 • 
S6.50- • 
$6.75 
$7.00 
S7.25 
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Current 
1/1/03 
1/1/04 
1/1/05 
$5.50 
$5:75 
$6.00 
$6.25 
$6.50 
As in the past, the Company may continue its practices of paying certain employees above-the 
rates specified herein and of hiring new employees at rates in excess of the minimum specified 
herein:*-, • .../•- *. ,,:,/•..•••: . ..•.;•....; *.?>" ; ' . /-.*'."> 
, . - , . , . - : . - . . : • ' _.;-••'L it.].' :.!•/•: Ui-iiy.. • •;._/'.-• ft.irjM:.:.; - ;•- . " V ' J .... "." ' -• 
Tnnrnpymnn Wagp ttntp; Effective <asi ofiJanuary; 1, ^ 003v'!rnyewrployee:who''.has reached/'or 
thereafter reaches, his/her second- anniversaryof:cbntJnuous.'empiojTii?nt.shp.ll:be;classified as .a 
joumeyperson and upon such second anniversary, shall receive not less than the minimum hourly 
.wagerate as follows: ., -:. • ;h; ;?. /i.A ,;._.A!'..-•• V ' '..t'^\:\".!juL''i, '.;.<:":. ?.f. '"'„•.' : v ' 
-Effectivedate - JasidfiizZZfi-;.;:;. -;.-i Qntsjde.j=27il .• : =," V r •.-.;-..-
1-1-03, - s , . - S6.00'!l:-";: wr.\ .$:6.75;. " •-.' *0 -.\ V -';." , : "•' • • •-'..-. 
1-1-04 . -. -, $ 6 . 2 5 ^ ;.:,?>:• ; . -H$7:00; : ; ' •-.•.„< .l~Jo-- ..;•-.. ' . " • • ; ' , - • 
Fivp Y e a r .Tnnrngypprsnti W a g p Rflto; Kffentivp ns r.f T;miis-y l i ; £Q53, any employee^who has 
reached, or thereafter reaches, his/herr fifths,anniversary..ofi>ccntmuous;<employment-shall be 
classified as a joumeyperson and upon such fifth anniversary, shall receive not less than the 
minimum wage rate per hour as follows:; ry; >:.-,-. -:T .? .. , ;.; ,, •••/_. &:Xz x:.'.. ' :'j.. 
Effective date , InsidfJ=27il;r;.;-..;-. . Qntside_L22Q - -r -_—."• 
1-1-03 $6.50 $7.25 
1-1-04 $ 6.75 ;:-x,M..vj:,: „.$„.7r50 -: 
Special Application of Outside 1-270 Rates;\M this1. Section, 14.01,'the wage-rates for. Outside I-
270 shall apply to Washington University; .Webster University, the Edward Jones Dome and the 
Equilon Refinery.
 rr . ; .. irt-; ;.:•• •: ; - ^ '••,-._ ; , 
Spptinn 14.02 Employees required to work as, Lead; persons shall receive fifteen cents (150 per 
hour over the above rates for such, work1 as applied to .each classification. AXead person shall 
serve, act and be removed from the position of lead person without cause at the sole discretion of 
the Employer. It is agreed that a Leadiperson shall be used on jobs having more, than five (5) 
employees, .unless a resident supervisor is.-on the job, in which case a Lead person will.not be 
required. 
Spptinn 14.03 Payday Employee's paychecks will be available every other Friday at the 
individual job sites. Prior to said payday, an employee may request that his or her check be left 
at the Company office where it w:ll.be available for pick up after 1 p.m. on payday. Employees 
who do not pick up their checks shall have their paychecks mailed immediately following the 
Friday distribution of checks to their last known address registered with the Employer. If an 
employee regularly picks up his/her check at the Company office, advanced written notice of 
such intent must be provided in writing. One day advanced oral notice by phone may be given to . 
the Company office in thecase of an occasional emergency. 
Spptinn 14.04 When employees are regularly required to work combination jobs they shall 
receive the rate of pay applicable to the job classification in which they work the majority of their 
time during that day. 
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Section 14.05 Payment for Travel! ,, ,
 : 
(a) . Any employees
 ;who is required to. moye-frpm worksite to work site-in the-course of 
perfonning;his work assignments shall-be paid for^all^time spent in .traveling between such 
locations. Employers have the right .tpisetjthe amount oftovel time to be paid. .-, ; 
(b) Travel time, as defmed,mjparagraph_(a^og^s,Section shall be counted as time 
worked for the purposes of computing the total daily and weekly hours worked and any 
overtimepremium,.whereiapplicable., , . ;.,v ^ ; .-.r ^j'^hi. . • • .*. ;•,.-.', 
'...-. . .'*;n-j. -.r.:'' s, ^ >• -x —. •'•:-• . _•;:.-.•* ; \zr- •->:•;.". ^  '^ . . : ; in-
flection 14.06 Payment For Use Of TTrnployeePs Own Vehicle. Anri ^nriits Any employee 
who is required .by the Employer to furrnshr&s pwn^verucle to carry out equipment, or supplies 
betweehxustomerilocations.shall^be reimbursep! for the.usepf his vehicle at the rate of twenty-
seven cents (270) per
 ;mile,-with .mileage^rjetween jobSjtG.be determined by the Employer. All 
mileage payments to reimburse employees for using the Employee's vehicle shall be paid by 
separate check. , ;jj:£x l_ \ VjJ. •- x J. vl.?JXf.-. 
(a) The Union shall-have the right to -inspect the.paycheck of any employee covered 
by this Agreement after tliesame has .been retumed^tothe Employer by the bank.
 y t L 
< . '•• --;•":• ' : i: •''] *-' ' ^ j , l s •'< ".tw:"::, -aij ,r -. ./. ._ a • v . ' . - ' 
(b) Audits. The Union shall have the right to request a Certified Public Accountant to 
determine whether or not the proper dues, pension-and welfare..payments have been made to the 
Union or appropriate trust. Payment of such audit,will' be borne by the Union or appropriate 
trust. Audit procedures format to be as prescribed;by foejntemational Foundation of Employee 
Benefit Plans. Within sixty (60) days of the execution by all parties of this collective bargaining 
agreement, the Contract Cleaners Association of St.jLpuis shall advise the Union of the names of 
five (5) Certified Public Accounting firms which are acceptable to it. For purposes of an audit or 
inspection of records, the Union shall have the right to select any one accounting firm from said 
list of the Union's own choosing. .. •- ., ., • ;r :.; ;.,.; „-:. •; ., , 
In the event the results of such inspection or audit^reyealed that the Employer, has violated any 
terms or conditions of this Article, the Employer shall be liable for the cost not to exceed fifteen 
percent (15%) of the obligation-or liability. Nothing
 ;in; this,,Section shall limit the remedies 
available under 29 U.S.C. §1145. , .-. 
Section 14.07 When the customer so requires .in its written contract with the Company, 
employees shall be required to wear safety shoes. The Company will reimburse such employees 
for the cost thereof up to $25 per year on the employee's first arrniversary and each anniversary 
thereafter provided satisfactory proof of purchase is provided to the Company. 
Section 14.08 As a condition of employment or continued employment, all employees will be 
required to sign an agreement granting the Company the absolute right to set off against the 
unpaid wages of such employee any valid debt, charge, costs or other expense which the 
Company shall have incurred by reasons of the employee's acts or failure to act regarding the 
return of Company property such as keys, papers, uniforms and other similar items. The 
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employee must acknowledge in such agreement that he/she understands and agrees that the 
absolute right granted to the Company so to set off is contractual and is intended to reimburse the 
Company for the losses it may incur for the kinds of items noted herein. Prior to exercising its 
right to set off, theConipany must inform-the employee in writing as to the-nature of the expense, 
the employee's actwhich resulted in the expense^meWountclaimed-by the-'Gompany/and the 
amount per pay period wmch the Gbnipahy-intends to'deduct-£-i^ ~1 "^ -1>'fv ,n^"cir,-,i:i .;•): , . •* 
'- ^ R t T r t . F ' i : ^ j n R T R : A T N T N r : J ^ ' ^ l ^ -—h^^.: 
• >•• * •."- r v_!:io^ w .;•••.. ;Jie..- i;"jr; j ._ D<u',ir\<.-j'\<j ,;-cf.i\\;-j:- :.:t "•:' ' >: w 
Siprtinn 15.01 The Employer, in addition to individual job-teainingT'inay designate a particular 
area in a building to be designated as a job training area, wherein new employees shall be trained 
for Janitor Cleaning-work,1 and said ^employees- performing 'services in. said ^ designated training 
area may be transferred in and outsat-the^'So'le discretion of the'Employer during, the training 
period. The-employees and the Unions will be informed of the location of-uSejob^lxaining area. 
This Section will not be used to' subvert other provisions"ofthis Agreement.'^ , f t\. 
AKTKXEIfi-HOLIDAYS 
Sprtinn ifcni Regularly scheduled employees shall "not be-required to work, but shall be paid a 
straight time hourly rate of pay at their fixed ^ number of hours normally worked per day for the 
following holidays, regardless of the day of the week upon which the holiday falls: 
'•••'• -'• ^ •"-' New Year7s-Day •"--'• :-'^ • /-' '• ' ~ :" -" " ~" 
"'" - ' '
J
 '•'''•* Memorial Dayr'"*-- u''• "• •• ' • - •< ••'•• 
mdependehce'Day"1-"'' •< '*"> m • '<' • 
* ' . - • ' • Labor Day; '^r'"'-" - ;; - ' . . . - . •. •• 
T
-
%
-'- Thanksgiving D a y ' : -l!' v.* 
•;: ' '•'• i ChristmasDay-'^ •- "•' v -v -' - >y. 
Should the customer observe any other regularly scheduled work day as a holiday in addition to 
those listed above, the employees of the contractor at that location will also celebrate such day as 
a holiday; payment for/such day will'be aftherdiscretion of the customer, and the Employer will 
not be obligated to issue holiday pay:! If, however^- an employee requests to work, work will be 
provided to that individual. If the Union requests proof from'the building-management that.the 
holiday is not paid, such documentation will be obtained by the contractor. The empIoyee*wiIl 
not be required to travel within the city limits of St. Louis at any distance greater than five (5) 
miles. Elsewhere, the employee will not be required to travel any unreasonable distance from 
where he/she normally works. Work will be provided in the employee's normal, job 
classification. ' J • • 
Employees working in multi-tenant buildings shall not observe customer holidays unless all 
tenants of said building celebrate a particular holiday. 
Where the Martin Luther King Birthday holiday is observed, employees at that location shall 
receive the day off with pay. On accounts often (10) employees or more when the MLK Holiday 
is not observed and where employees make an advanced three (3) work day written request, up to 
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a maximum often percent (10%) of employees on each job shall be permitted-off without pay on 
the Martin Luther King Birthday holiday. Selection shall be by seniority. . 
The term holiday as used in the second and third:paragraphs of this Section 16.01 shall be limited 
to those holidays, commonly .observed, as Federal or State holidays,, and which are so observed by 
the customer, the term .holiday ,apes.not(.merefore,rmclude days of shutdown by the customer 
such .as,plant shutdown,OT
 ;§chool, shutdown., for,vacanon; o r any .other reason if the days of 
shutdown, are. not days commonly celebrated :as Hederal or .State holidays..
 r 
' : } ' . ' • ' • " . " 1 '-' . ' . -
Section m.02 In order to qualify for straight time pay for holidays not worked, it is agreed that 
employees must work, the( regularly; scheduled workday which immediately precedes and follows 
the holiday,, except in cas.es pf .proven illness..documented by a physician's statement that the 
employee was personally seen by.the physician and-.thattheindividuai-was unable to perform his 
or her regular job duties,'or unless the.absence.is mutually.agreed to m.writing, and all employees 
must be employed for at least sixty (60) days to be eligible. 
Section 16.03 Employees eligible ,for,holiday,pay,- and-who .are called to work .on any of the 
above listed holidays, shall receive time and one-half (l-Vi) for all such hours worked, in addition 
toholidaypay. , _
 :. . . , . . -, ., ,. , . r „• . . ,: A -
Section 1rt.04 The Employer shall not substitute an additional day off for any holiday where the 
intent or effect is to, avoid paying anyremployee -at.the premium rate for all hours worked on a 
holiday. , . . . . ' , „ . . . . , , . , . , , . . . . . . . . 
1 , " 1 • < ' i "' •* •'"'. . s ' ",". * -.-.f;."' . >;'. ' l ' i -. 
Section 16.05 Holidays, whether worked.or npt,.,shall be counted as time worked for overtime 
purposes. -. , .. ,„..." . . . :,:,.,; -- • -. 
ARTTCT TT17 - VAf ATTONS 
Section I7.m Regularly scheduled employees who work a fixed number of hours, and have 
been continuously on the payroll, of the Employer shall receive upon the anniversary date.of their 
last employment, the following amount of vacation with pay. 
One (1) Week after one (1) year
 ;. - • > _ _ . . , - , . 
Two(2).Weeksaftertwo(2)years .' 
.. Three (3) Weeks after ten (10) years . . , . ' • 
Section 17.02 Employees entitled to vacation pay will be paid on the pay period following their 
anniversary date. It is agreed that employees will notify the Employer of their intention to take 
vacation two (2) weeks in advance. 
Sertinn 17.03 Pay for such vacation shall be paid for the average number of hours worked per 
week for the previous twelve (12) months. No deduction for sporadic absences will be made, 
which for vacation purposes only is defined as five {5\ days or less per year. 
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Section 17:n4 In the event a holiday falls" within1 an employee's vacation period, he shall be 
granted an additional day with' pay, or an additional day of vacation. 
Section 17.05 If an employee lias earned and is eligible for vacation"'under this clause and 
voluntarily quits, he shall • be p'aic1 his vacation pay' Conversely, i f 'an' 'empldyee' tern^ates'his 
employment for any reason,' mcludmg;quits'bf;discharge.W eligible for his 
vacation pay, he shall riot "be entitled coVacanonpu^.' "if an: employee'with five (5);or more years 
of service with a particular xofliractor Voluntarily'' terrfnnates!1ris''or her" employment, that 
individual will receive pro rata vacation. 
Section 17.06 Employees termmated because of the cmceltetiori'of a'contract by any customer 
shall receive as severance pay,-the aniountr6f'accrued vacation due them, unless'said employee is 
assigned to another job within ttnrry^l;3'o)'^aysli:Empldyees'shairbe given "this severance pay 
^regardless of when their 'annivers'ao' 'date fails, provided the empl6yeesrhave completed'six (6) 
rfrmonths service. zvwjx-'."^ •.',..<.•/•> ,_;/ -; „.in->i .-. .-.••: .J- - .••. 
ARTTrT F i s - rnm-RmnrmNS t o FRlivnfrttFNimr TRUSTS 
Section 18.01 Employer contributions to the Contract Cleaners Building Service Employees' 
Welfare Trust and to Contract Cleaners Service Employees' Pension Trust, as described in the 
' Addenda to this Agreement shall be''made:to3'the place and'in the mariner" specified by the 
"Trustees of the respective Trust, arid trie Employer shall, in making such contributions, complete 
such reporting forms relating to contributions as shall be furnished to them by the respective trust 
provided such forms and/or data can reasonably be provided by the Employer without 
inconvenience or economic costf'to the Employer's or Trust's operations. The Employer and 
Trust agree to fully cooperate to insure that the transfer of data occurs efficiently. 
Section 18.02 Fringe Benefits Under T r e s t Agreements- The Trustees of the respective Trust 
Funds shall cooperate so as to maximize the benefits under the said Trusts, consistent with the 
amounts of money paid into the said Trusts' 'If laws governing Trust Agreements-change, then 
the Trust and this Agreement sliall'be -amended to coincide with the law. ' -
Section 18.03 Notwithstanding any other provision of this contract, or its Addenda, contribution 
for employees to the Contract Cleaners Building Service Employees' Welfare-Trust shall not be 
made for any employee during the first three (3) calendar months of that individual's 
employment. Contributions for hours worked shall' begin for the- first working day after the 
employee has successfully completed three (3) calendar months of employment. 
ARTICLE 19V GRIEVANCE AND ARBITRATIONPROCEDURE v 
Section 19.01 For purposes of this Agreement, a grievance is defined as an employee or Union's 
dispute, claim or complaint involving the interpretation or application of the provisions of this 
Agreement. In the event of such a dispute, as defined above, representatives of the Employer and 
the Union shall make an honest'and sincere effort to adjust the same in an amicable manner. In 
the event, however, of the inability of the Employer and the Union to reach an agreement on the 
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issue in dispute, the question may, at. the option of the Union, be submitted for. arbitration, 
provided with the following procedure: ^ - ^ - . 
• FIRST STEP: -Grievances shall be presented.by the complaining employees or Union in 
writmg»4p< Ms .immediate s ^ the occurrence of the event 
giving rise to such grievance. Unless an employee presents his grievance initially to his 
supervisor as herein provided,* such grieyrnic&.shallinotrb.econsiidered at any subsequent step in 
this procedure. However, if no disposition of the grievance is obtained within seven (7) days 
after its first presentation to thiSjStep, itpiay^be^aken uo_at the.next step.,.-. ,., ,, -> 
,;.-.; • SECOND STEP;- If not settled in the manner, se tou t^ the First Step, the grievance shall 
be mailed to the Company representative within.ten(lO)-.days. Upon receipt of the grievance the 
Company representative-will contact the Union business.representative.and schedule a meeting. 
The meeting will be
 cheld promptly. k -JWhen-^.gripvance^meeting has been scheduled, the 
employee filing the.grievance and.theUnion representative must attend,the scheduled meeting 
together, and arrive on-time. If either the employee and/or. the Union representativeis absent,.-
without prior notification to the Company representative, the grievance will be considered 
dropped. If the employee or Union representative is more than 30 minutes late to a scheduled 
meeting, without notifying the. Company representative," the grievance will be considered 
dropped. This provision shall notapply,iri;the case of extraordinary circumstances. 
..THIRD STEP;.,. If a grievance is riot settled,within seven. (7).business days after 
presentation at the last step, the Union" may request-arbitration of the grievance by sending the 
other party written notice of its desire-to arbitrate .the grievance. Such notice shall be given 
within thirty (30) days after presentation of.the grievance in, step 2. 
• •• - • '•? • • a t ''•• ' ! . . . • . ' . • - •- „ . • • • 
If the Union requests arbitration,, the parties.shall promptly attempt to select an Arbitrator by 
mutual agreement. If the parties are unable to agree .upon an Arbitrator, they shall apply jointly 
to the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, who shall furnish a list of Arbitrators, all of 
whom must be members of the National Academy of.: Arbitrators, from which the parties shall 
select one (1) by alternately striking off the others, the party .seeking arbitration striking first. In 
any event, the Arbitrator must be selected within forty-five (45) days" of the notice of desire to 
arbitrate. Panels will,consist of nine (9) individuals; either party may.request a second panel. 
Section 19.02 No Arbitrator shall go beyond the interpretation and/or application of this 
Agreement or the obligation of the parties under this Agreement. It shall in no way be construed 
that the Arbitrator shall have the power to add to, subtract from, or modify in any way the terms 
of this Agreement. Issues not directly involved in the case under submission shall not be decided 
by the Arbitrator and no Arbitrator shall have the power to modify, change or interpret any wage 
rate. The fee and all expenses incurred by the Arbitrator and whatever other expenses involved in 
the arbitration hearing, shall be assumed by .the losing party. No arbitrator shall consider more 
than one grievance at any one hearing, unless the parties mutually agree. 
Sftrtinn 19.03 It is agreed that there shall be no picketing, sympathy strikes, strikes, or any other 
activity which interferes with the Company's operations during the life of this Agreement. 
Further no officer or official of the Union, or any of its locals, shall assist or encourage any 
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picketing, handbilling, supporting strikes, strikes, sympathy strikes/sit-downs, slow-downs, work 
stoppages or any other activity which interferes with the Company's operations. 
Sertinn TQ.fU Above and beyond the'grievance procedure specified- herein^ the'paities,' at times 
and places mutually agreeable,- shall meet periodically -to discuss m'attefs;oi'mutual concern; 
Section 20.0.1 Wages and Benefitsi--H ftfhstFflvnfeH NationsClarise- Nothing contained herein 
shall require the Employer to pay any employee a higher rate of pay, a higher Health and Welfare 
or Pension-contribution, or a -higher5 holiday-or vacation benefit than that required by any other 
collective bargaining contract'entered into by-the ;Union with any: other Contractor'competitive 
with'this:Employer for the same classification of employment for the same period of time. To 
the extent that any such other collective 'bargaining1 contract' provides-lower wages, pension or 
welfare contributions, holiday or vacation benefits,; than those provided hereunder, the provisions 
thereof shall be:'called to the attention-'of - the- Union and this Agreement will be amended 
immediately to so provide. " •- ; --•'•—;/i •{•"- '••-••". •-••- ' -•• '•'••• 
In1 addition to the rights and privileges' stated'-in the preceding paragraph, in any bona-fide 
instance where any company signatory to this-Agreement .submits a bid to perform unit work 
against a contractor not a party to a collective bargaining Agreement with the union which would 
cover the work in question, it is agreed'that'the-'-ftinge"'benefit provisions '(including vacation, 
holiday, health and welfare and pension provisions of this Agreement)-may be-waived with 
respect to such bid and the contractor will hot ibe required: to pay the fringe benefits called for'in 
this Agreement to such employees-for'a period of one'year. After one year at such reduced 
benefit levels, all employees on such job shall then be subject to the fringe benefit provisions of 
this Agreement arid shall then receive the contractual benefits to-which his/her individual date-of 
service then entitles such individual. There shall, however, be no retroactivity with regard to any 
benefit suspended'during the year of reduction and any deteimination concerning reduction of 
fringe benefits made'pursuant to this-paragraph'by any Employer shall not be subject to-the 
grievance and arbitration procedures..''''". -'• •••" '*" ; -
Section 20.02 Change in Contractor' "Whenever "an Employer subject to this Agreement 
acquires or takes over existing work previously serviced by another (Contractor) subject to this 
collective bargaining agreement with the Union, the acquiring Employer agrees: ' •* 
(a) That all term's and conditions of this Agreement shall continue to be honored and 
applied at such new job; and 
(b) All employees shall enjoy the same wages and other benefits as specified in Article 14 of 
this Agreement as were enjoyed by the former Employer's/Employers' employees for the twelve 
(12) months immediately prior to such acquisition, at that particular job location; 
(c) The acquiring Employer cannot use a greater percentage of new (as defined in Section 
14.01) hours in each job classification used by the former Employer/Employers during the 
preceding twelve (12) months of that particular job location; 
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(d) The former Employer/Employers shall-upon-: request by the Union supply the Union with 
the above information and the Union will inform the;acquiring Contractor within seven.(7) days. 
Sertinn 20.03 The Union shall enforce the above Section 20.02 provision by: 
(a)- * Selecting- upon1 -request';within^seven':(7)idayssr an 'independent-Certified Public -, 
Accountant ^from; among•theTfollowing:/ / AithunrAridersen; & Company, KPMG Peat 
Marwick, Price Waterhouse&'Company, or-Ernst:&vVj3ung,iwho will act promptly.to 
inspect the books and records of the alleged violator which are necessary to determine if a 
violation exists. The alleged violator agjeelto^ro.W-theXertifi.edl'Public Accountant to 
inspect the necessary books and records. The fee of the Certified Public Accountant will 
be paid-by the requesting party,if:there;is- ho..violation,i.or by the offending party if a -
violation is found to exist. ? Iri-the event of a material'violation, the violator shall pay a 
finem:the>sumofr$5;OOO".0O for the. first'material: violation, and> $,10,000.00 for each 
material violatiori" thereafter-J in' equal amounts; oto -the- CONTRACT CLEANERS 
BUILDING' SERVICE' E1VCPLOYEES5' UMON.iLOCAE-NO. 5.0 HEALTH AND • 
WELFARF'and'PENSION- TRUST, 'hivaddition^theiviolator shall pay alliback wages-
and benefits to the injured employees and increase:* the;wages and benefits to the level 
specified in sub-paragraph (c) of Section 20.02 above. , 
(b) All minor violations will be corrected withoutla-fine!,. • 
(c)" • Further,'the violator agrees to pay all reasonable attorney's fees and Court costs 
incurred in enforcement of these provisions. ; , v \ i - . j ; i -y .; ,
 ;,; 
'• A P T T r i F l l ^ S A l T F T V ,v 
Sprtinn 21.01 The Employer shall make ..every ;effort:to make the. work equipment safe and 
accident free. ' "•' . -, '.;•/. • , " • " • . . ,; 
Swtimi 21.02 In the case of a reasonable cause to believe an employee might be intoxicated or 
be using a controlled substance,; or in the case. of. an, industrial accident that requires medical 
treatment, excluding routine first aid, an employee will be tested. Any employee who refuses to 
submit to such test*will be discharged. Any employee submitting to a test will be allowed to 
present a list of prescription or non-prescription drugs to the testing facility and those will be 
considered in making an evaluation of the test results. Any employee whose drug test is positive 
will be given the option of being placed upon an unpaid leave of absence for the purpose of 
enrolling and successfully completing a drug rehabilitation program. Upon written certification 
within six (6) months that the individual has successfully completed such a program, they will be 
reinstated, without pay but without loss of seniority, provided that pursuant to the customer's 
drug policy, the individual is-eligible to work on the job for which he has seniority. For a period 
of one year following such reinstatement, the employee will be subjected to random testing. In 
the event the employee fails any subsequent random test, the employee will be discharged. Any 
employee who declines to enroll in such a program or, if enrolled, fails to successfully complete 
such a program will be discharged. The offer of rehabilitation is a one time opportunity only. If 
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any employee tested has a negative result, the individual will be returned to work without loss of 
pay or benefits. In making, a determination of reasonable cause, such decision will only.be made 
by the individual above the supervisor.in. the'individual building.., Attesting will, be done.at 
Company expense and will be conducted in a qualified facility. A copy of the results will be 
given to the employee: . \ - .- :.'. '•[•)'<• JC '.•':•:•: rc.v.r'u-i •[>...]?. ..j>f. ML* liijj.r.. r < 
Section 21.03 The Employer and.the :Union:shallmeet:periodically.to-discuss safety problems at 
times and places mutually agreeableu<The Company will provide to ;thej Union a-list of all work 
sites which are applicable to complianceiwith.the Blood Borne Pathogens,Act:- . -•-../-, . -, . . 
AKTTrm?2-PBOBATTnNARVPF^TOn 
Employees shallbe classified as probationary.employees during the 'first forry-:five.(45)jcalendar 
days of employment, and during saidi peribd^may be discharged: at the.sole .discretion of the 
Employer, with said discharge not.bemgisubject to.the:Grievance and'Arbitration-Procedures-set 
forth in Article 49. When an'employee completes the probationary-:period,said employee's 
seniority shall then be established dating back,to the! date oflasthire: If such probationary period 
is interrupted by a leave of absence forany-reason; the calculation of such 45 calendar day period 
shall be held in abeyance at the beginning! of-such leave and. shall .only resume upon the return to 
active employment .v...*/- .. C:;" & '-.. ••. . •-._. - j , . 
ARTTn-F 23 - JTrav.nrrrv 
The Company agrees that any full-time day^employee regularly scheduled for forty (40) hours per 
workweek and who has at least eighteen (18) months of service as a full-time employee with the 
Employer who serves on a petit jury and who presents to the Company proper proof of the actual 
time that they serve on the jury, wiU.be.paidat.th'eir.straighttime hourly rate for those hours said 
employee would have worked but for the jury service, excluding any overtime hours. The 
Company shall make, such .payments up tova maximum of two.(2) days during any eighteen (18) 
calendar months. To be eligible for payment, the employee must surrender to the Company, 
properly endorsed to the Company, the check received from the governmental authority for such 
jury service. - . . : . • ; .%-;•• . _ •• 
ARTICLE 24- FUNERAL I.F.AVF, ,
 ; / 
Upon presentation of proof of death satisfactory to the Company, the Employer will grant a three 
day unpaid leave in the case of the death of members of the employee'simmediate family, which 
shall only - include. mother, father, spouse,..brother, sister,, children and grandparents. An 
employee with five (5) years of continuous service is eligible for one day of bereavement paydn 
the caseof the death of members of the-employee's immediate family, which shall only include 
mother, father, spouse, brother, sister, children and grandparents. 
ARTTPI F 2* - THTRATTON OF AnTtFFTVTFNT 
This Agreement shall take effect as of October 1, 2002, and shall continue in force and effect 
through1 December 31, 2006, and shall renew itself in all respects for yearly periods thereafter, 
except that either party hereto may request a modification or amendment of any or all provisions 
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of same by giving the other party a written notice of such intention, not more than ninety (90) 
days nor less than sixty (60).days prior to December 31, 2006, or any year thereafter. 
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AnnFNniTM m - HFAT ,TR ANTI WFT F A R F 
Effective October 1, 2002, the Employer agrees to contribute into the Contract Cleaners Building 
Service Employees' Welfare Trust, the 'sum'-df'twelve' cents (12(0-per hour for all production 
hours worked'by employees'who are employed m excess* of'three (3) Calendar months and are 
covered- by-r,ttiis! Agr^ranEeat/i'Pa^e^t;is"tO'be'majae by:the twentieth' (20th) day of the month 
following the month contributions.are eamecKor the*duration-of this Agreement.- It is agreed that 
if, due solely to the fact that contributions aremot.made for employees during the first three (3) 
months of their employment, the fund shall not have adequate resources to maintain benefit 
levels as they existed as-of December^!^,1998; thenv, in. that event, and after appropriate 
resolution of a;majority-of the Trustees of the fund,: the. Employer agreesvto resume contributions 
for employees effective upon thefirst;(ls!).day.ofemployment, . >,v ^  
The undersigned Employer hereby accepts:and subscribes/teethe Agreement and Declaration of 
Trust made between the undersigned Local tNo^Q.-and'Ahe. Contract Cleaners Association of 
Greater St. Louisa and .agrees ,tO;be.bound;thereby.flnd^by .'my amendments made or to,be made 
thereto,.by said parties arid-authorizes*he said parties to narhe.Trustees and Successor Trustees to 
administer the.-Welfare.Fund established.byrsaid Agreement.and Declarationof.Trust.and hereby 
ratifies and accepts such Trustees and the terms and conditions of said Trust' as fully and 
completely as if made by the undersigned, provided, however, that no amendment to said 
Agreement and Declaration of Trust shall bind the Employer for any financial obligation beyond 
that set out in .the Collective Bargaining-Agreement between.Local No. 50 and said Employer at 
the time said amendment is made. • -\K-.M-\ •.; ;- ... .. - : . - . , - < 
The Employer shall be under no obligation to see to the application of :such monies as ,are paid 
into said Welfare Fund. Said Welfare Fund shall be audited annually by a reputable Certified 
Public Accountant, without expense..to the.Employer,TandySuch Auditor's reports shall be 
available at all times to the Employer, participants and to the officers of the Association, at the 
principal office of the Trust Fund. • , *. . - ; • - -
CONTRACT CLEANERS ASSOCIATION 
LOCAL NO. 50 SERVICE EMPLOYEES' INTERNATIONAL 
UNION, AFL-CIO, CLC 
Donald L. Rudd, President Date 
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ADDF,NPiyM #2 - PENSION 
Effective October 1, -2002,, pension contributions will be $#
 rper production hour, worked by 
employees covered by.this Agreement.
 ;..The employer shall contribute*jo.. Contract Gleaners 
Seryice Employees' Pension Trust,
 ;these specified,amounts for all production hours worked by 
' • ' " " - - - • - • - . • - ^ - • • • • ^ 
employees coveredby this Agreement,^which'payment is tobe:madeby-the twentieth (20 ') day 
ofthemonmfollowmgmemonm:conu^butiohsrare'earaed.'.^'.;rii^o ; •;'•• ;.:.."; .;j*: c v.t'-;'. "•• 
. ' " . <a •(:."•,•-•. iVi.! ;or> >.v.-. hv •: '•;.:. ;,u:\/c •;:.-,:-, . v . '.: ^ . • 
The undersigned Employer:hereby>accepts arid-subscribes to the Agreement, and Declaration of 
Trust made between the undersigned.Local'No. 50:ahd Contract Cleaners Association of Greater 
St. Louis, and agrees to be bound thereby>and by any amendments made or to be made thereto by 
said parties and authorizes the said parties to name Trustees and Successor Trustees to administer 
the Pension Trust established by said Agreementrand 'Declaration of Trust, and1 hereby ratifies 
and accepts such Trustees and the tefmsand conditions'of said Trust'as fully and completely as if 
made by the undersigned, provided, nowever^that-no amendments to-said Agreement and 
Declaration of Trust shall bind the Employertfor any. financial obligation beyond that set out in 
the Collective Bargaining Agreement between Local"«No.-50iand said-Employer at the time said 
Amendment is made. ' . ; - . ' . ;*-. .- u-.. J . - - • : . • - . " • ' , ; . • . 
The EmployeiHshallbe under no obligation to:see.to the application of such monies as-are paid 
into said'Pension Fund. Said Pension-Fund "shall be'audited, annually by.a reputable Certified 
Public Accountant, without expense to the Employer, and such Auditor's reports shall be 
available at all times to the Employer, participants and to the Officers of the Association, at the 
principal office ofthe Trust Fund.. - -• s-.-i •-•• .'-, •. 
CONTRACT GLEANERS ASSOCIATION 
^ J^^nQlL " n/zz/„, 
s ^ Steve Allen,'President •' - V ' '_: '; Dat/ ' 
LOCAL NO. 50 SERVICE EMPLOYEES' INTERNATIONAL 
- UNION, AFL-CIO,CLC . • . 
Donald L. Rudd, President' • Date 
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OFfXAR ATTON OF mmVTTV 
The parties to this Agreement mutually recognize that all employees, regardless of the 
work which they perform, must be treated with dignity. As adults, citizens or resident aliens of 
the United States and taxpayers of the United States and the states and cities in which they live 
and work, these individuals deserve to be treated with dignity, courtesy and respect. 
Upon the execution of their 2002-2006 collective bargaining agreement, the members of 
the Contract Cleaners Association of St. Louis and Local 50, Service Employees' International 
Union, AFL-CIO-CLC, shall each instruct their officers, agents and employees, including 
management and supervisory individuals, to treat bargaining unit employees and members in 
accordance with the Declaration herein. Representatives of Local 50 and supervisors of the 
individual companies shall be subject to-discipline as. their employer may elect for any violations 
of the intent of this Declaration. 
All business representatives and- employees,.of Local 50 and all supervisors and 
management officials of the Employers shall treat" each' other with the courtesy and respect to 
which they are entitled. •.'•.-.
 r , -. : -.-,>, ,v T-» •<•.- . 
This Declaration represents the solemn pledge of the companies signatory hereto and of 
the Union; while its provisions are not subject to the grievance and arbitration procedures of the 
collective bargaining agreement, the Union and each Company shall designate a representative to 
meet upon request to discuss and resolve problems, so as to insure the meaning and intent of this 
Declaration are faithfully observed.- -
 /t . . . ;, - < '.r -. ,,-. , 
Signed this JLZ. day of November 2002^--, [~\~'
 (' 
FOR THE UNION 
DATE 
T,J&uk. fc IUU. 
^ " DATE 
FOR THE ASSOCIATION 
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' . - > • - ia.-..;:... f ; i " *' i'. \ J . • . . • / \: ' i . ': • : • : :; . ' •' < 
'. ':.. y- rr^-Mo i>'--IT r ;.^ .r- ,v^. ii':.- .": \. • '.'.O- 7••' .. • 
CONTRACT CLEANERS ASSOCIATION 
i . J i ! 
SERVICE EMPLOYEES' INTERNATIONAL UNION 
AFL-CK\CLC •' 
OCTOBER 1,2002 
•• . - • ' . . . ' i . 
TO 
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A G R E E M E N T (CONTRACT "B") 
THIS AGREEMENT made and entered into as of the.1st day of October-1, 2002,'by and 
between CONTRACT CLEANERS. ASSOCIATION-OF .ST. LOUIS,, which; includes, the 
following: ' ' ' . ' ' . . ; -
 f''J"T.*\. . .'.." "_•:'.".:'•.."' , \ ' JL / : VJC'?:L.1 - : :L.\.-
. '.i /''./VE'li'j.'.i.^. "10 .:Ji:/'!.;i".i *, - ,'L z.'.:.. '" 
• (a). ABBCO Sendee. Corporation *>u>U<f Gv\.. /;!0[-ft'...C;V'r," -".i,.- '; / 
• • (b) • BG Service Solutions ^ . " , : .'-Vir;- - }. _• v ; 
(c) Clean Tech Company ..... .;. •••.;.>-vi,j;- "• n..,•"..'-
(d) Columbia Maintenance 'V' • •/'•'-!"'; "C ;ii --•'.' '•',.." ''\\\ 
(e) Maintenance-Unlimited.Janitorial,--Ine. ' -.' "''A'i''"''/' r? . \ . - ; . " ,* 
• • (f) Mitch Murch's Maintenance Management.Co. .~'T\0^\ r'•' ? " "-
- (g) Onesource Facility Services, Inc. •," / \ \ .:" * •;.; -.'•; * '-j. ' - ' •;,. 
(h) • Building One Service Solutions.. .. r,.:." ;._i. ;."-.••;'-' ~. •• .- r-"' 
T, -"'. > . •"";'.*., i-i •'?/.-. ':";••''"' :.;' '. v ;. ,-<} ' .5- ~ : .-
hereinafter referred to as the Employer, and/or. the. Company, and.SERVICE EMPLOYEES 
INTERNATIONAL UNION, LOCALS NO:C50,i;AFL-eiO;.CLC, hereinafter referred to as the 
Union. • :'* 1'.'.'•'-.'•.:'\:-„::>.' '"
 : •. 
ARTTPT F 1 -HF.mONITTON, RARCATNTNOTTNTT AND TMPT-.EMF.NT ATI ON 
Section 1.01 Rwngnitinn and Rflrgaining Tlnit The Employer agrees to recognize the Union 
as the sole bargaining agent for the employees' of the Employer engaged in the classificationsjset 
forth in Article 13 of this Agreement, h£the>Greatef St: Louis Metropolitanlarea. Excluded,are 
office clerical employees, sales personnel, supervisors and guards, as defined in the Act. . „ 
Section 1.02 Tmplpmpntgtinn it is agreed that the geographic area(s) subject to the terms and 
•conditions of this Agreement shall be dividedinto relevant market zones in order to determine 
whether it is appropriate to apply the terms and .conditions referred to. in this Contract "B". 
NotwithstandingSectionl.Olabove, this Contract "B" shall not become effective with respect to 
any employees in a particular market zone until thetequired square footage of leased commercial 
space in that zone is cleaned by employees working under the terms of an AFL-CIO union 
collective bargaining-agreement that provides for wages and benefits equal to, or greater than 
those provided by Contract "A". 
Zone 1 has been established consisting of those buildings listed in Exhibit A to this 
Agreement. Zone 1 consists generally of buildings in excess of 70,000 square feet of leased 
commercial space located in the City of St. Louis and Clayton, Missouri. The list of buildings 
included in Exhibit A establishes the only buildings to be included in Zone 1 potentially subject 
to this Contract "B". No other buildings will be added to this Zone 1 list during the life of this 
Agreement except as provided herein regarding those buildings excluded from Exhibit A because 
they are currently cleaned by employees of the building owner or tenant under a collective 
bargaining agreement with economic terms equal to or greater than those provided in Contract A. 
The only two buildings subject to this exception are the AmerenUE headquarters and the St. 
Louis City Hall. In the event the cleaning for such a building, having at least 70,000 square feet 
of leased cleanable space currently cleaned by employees of the building owner or tenant, is 
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subject to a request for bid and the cleaning is awarded"to an outside contractor under a collective 
bargaining agreement'with economic terms that are-equal to or greater than those provided in 
Contract A, then the building will be added to.,Exhibit A with; the square footage included that 
was subject to thebid. Similarly, ifthe bid'is awarded toan outside contractor whose employees 
do not perform this work under a collective bargaining agreement with economic terms that are 
equal to'bf-"greater-mari<m6s£pro^ will be added to Exhibit 
A with the square footage included that was "subject<to-thebid. -However, if after the bid process 
is' completed^ttiebuildirig- continues, to becleanedby^the'employees of the tenant or owner under 
a collective' bargaimhgagreemenrmat proNddes^forwage^/ahd benefits equal to or greater than 
those 'contained' in Contract "A'Vthe building shall;still:be excluded from the list contained in 
Exhibit A. ' ' '•" '-• -;-"- •-" ';•'<• ::'i.>'v *-/.•:. •••'.; ••,- ..-. -. 
•Whenleighty-fivepercent (85%) ofthe leased ^ commercial square footage listed on Exhibit A is 
cleaned by employees working under the terms ofan AFL-CIO union's collective bargaining 
agreement providing for wages and benefits equal to or greater than those provided by Contract 
A, theri'the terms^andxond4tions;ofJthis-Agfeernentr.designated Contract "B".shall become 
effective January 1 of the following year."T6-be mcluded in'the'eighty-five percent (85%), each 
employer must also be bound under the terms;of an AFL-CIO union's collective bargaining 
agreement providing" for wages^and "benefits equafrto' or'greater than those provided by this 
Contract B on or: before the'January l.-when this (Contract B becomes effective and must be 
covered under such a labor agreement rat all times during-:the twelve.(12):months following the 
effective date of Contract B. Further, ito be included in the eighty-five percent (85%), the persons 
actually performing the cleaning work must be: employed by an employer bound to the contract as 
described above'.- Employers bound, to such a contract who subcontract to .employers not bound 
to such a contract shall-not be included toward satisfying the;eighty-five percent;(85%) threshold. 
Only work performed in-those buildings included on.'Exhibit A shall be subject to the terms of 
Contract "B" for Zone 1. Similarly, only, work performed in those buildings included-in the 
calculation ofthe applicable percentagein. any.other zone(s) created by the Association, and the 
Union shall be subject to the provisions of Contract "B". The terms' of Contract "A" shall apply 
for work performed at all other job sites.. In other words, all work at.sites other thamthose 
included either on Exhibit A or included in any other such negotiated lists of buildings for future 
agreed zones, shall begoverned exclusively by the terms' of Contract "A". 
Other Zones will be created as the Association and the Union deem appropriate and will be 
created only by agreement ofthe Association.and.the Union. j.The Association and the Union will 
negotiate the applicable wage rates for any other future Zone(s) the Parties create. 
Disputes regarding the application of Contract "B" or the "Most Favored Nations" clause will be 
subject to the expedited grievance procedure set forth in Article 19, Section 19.05 
ARTTPT F 1 -PTTttPOKF O F A d K F F M F N T 
Sprtinn 1SX\ It is the intention of the parties that this Agreement will establish sound relations 
between the Employer and its employees which will promote harmony, genuine cooperation and 
efficiency, to the end that the employees and the Employer may mutually benefit; assure a full 
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day's 'work-for a fair day's pay, and ,to.facilitate peaceful adjustment of differences which may 
arise from timeto time between, the Employer .and the Union, or between the Employer and any 
employees covered by this Agreement. This; Agreement is intended
 ;to set forth all the rights of 
the Union and the employees iand. the Employer,' allof which arjse, as aresult of this Contract. . 
Section 2.02 It is.recognized that .the mterests.of;the;Employer,and,the;interests pf itsemployees 
are fundamentally the^same, since: the.;Employer :must prosper, if-its employees are to prosper. 
This requires that both the EmployenaidLthelemployees/workitogether-ito^ 
costs of service will- prov^.mcreasmgly/more./attractivejtoime customers.^ so that 
the business will be continuously successful; .<: Accordingly, the Employer and, the Union do 
hereby mutually pledge themselves to make every effort to make this Agreement the means of 
improving the relations between the employees covered by this Agreement and the Employer, of 
obtaining fair treatment;by supervisors^*; all-.employees;,ofthe. Employer and'improving 
efficiency and economies so that both may prosper. ;t -,-'* ,/;.. •-,. Krs..>- ; . .•' • z n 
' - • ' • - . : . ' : - ' i ' : . ' " ^ >J .:.: L i . * - " /••'•l-.z ^:>c. 3 ' : . " . ' . " , ^ . ; . '••- , . , : 
Section 2.03 -r The parties"/recognize ;that;^ the \efficiency- ;of<;any .enterprise requires -clear 
management authority and freedom- to, make.idecisicns -and toioperate itstbusinessin-an efficient 
manner. The. Company retains, and: it, is recognized that the:managemcr:t of the Company, the 
control of its equipment and the maintenance of.order at. its work, locations, are. solely the 
responsibility of management. (However," theCompany will notify the Union of any transfer or 
change of location including name.'andrnumber.of employees affected by.such change). It is 
hereby agreed that nothing in this Agreement.shall limit the;Company in the exercise-of its 
functions of management, such as, but. by.no. means .wholly inclusive, the right to-decide: -.the 
number, location and relocation of workstations; the merger, sale or termination of .all or any 
part of its business; to alter, rearrange,.combine, transfer, assign or cease any job, .operation or 
service; the services to be rendered; the work to be subcontracted out or purchased; the schedules 
of operation; the use of equipment or materials; the.customers to be served; the amount;of 
supervision necessary; to relieve employees .from duties and-assignments because of the lacki.of 
work inaccordance with Article 8; .to combine and eliminate jobs; to set shift schedules and 
quantity of work; to establish and maintain job requirements and job contents andthe. standards 
of service. It is agreed that management maintains and- retains all pf its managerial rights and 
that they are all vested solely and exclusively-in the Company unless specifically contracted away 
by this Agreement and further that the enumeration of management's rights shall not be deemed 
to exclude any other management rights. 
AKTTrT F 3 - TTNTON SWOP AND TTTRTNH 
Section 3.01 The Employer shall at the time of hire inform each new employee who comes 
under the scope of this Agreement of the existence and terms of this Agreement. .;. 
Section 3.02 Further, the Employer shall at the time of hire, give each new employee a copy of 
the NOTICE TO NEW EMPLOYEES. The Union agrees to provide the Employer with copies 
of this notice. 
Section 3.03 Neither the Company nor the Union will discriminate against any employee on the 
basis of race, color, sex, disability, religion or national origin or any other factor as and to the 
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extent prohibited by law.. Any reference to either, the male or female, gender shall be understood 
to apply to both sexes where, applicable. , . , . - , j . . .. , ' .. 
Section 3.04 As. a condition of continued employment, all. employees included in the collective 
bargaining unit sljall, prior to thirty-one. (3,1.) days .after the start of their employment with "the 
Employer,.or ^ theeffective.datei of this A^e^ment^wijichever is later/eimer become members, of 
the Union and .pay to the Union fee .periodic, monthly dues and initiation fees uniformly required 
of all Union members or-pay to the, Union a service, ieejas such may from time to time be 
established by.the Union. .The,Unipn shall, certify,to .the, Employer the amount that constitutes 
periodic monthly dues or said service fee. 
Section 3.(W Employees Hired After Agreement Becomes Effective An employee whose 
employment commences after trie time this "Agreement' becomes effective shall, not later than 
thirtyrone (31) calendar days after, the, commencement of employment, if still employed, tender to 
the Union: (i).an amount of money, equal to the initiation Tee. uniformly charged by. the Union1 to 
all employees .who become members of me,Union.runJess the employee has, at any previous time, 
tendered such amount to
 :Lthe,Union;,and (ii) ..an .amount of money" equal to the monthly dues 
uniformly charged by the, JJniori.to. all employees who are.rnembers.of the Union pra service fee. 
Thereafter, such an employee shall, not later than the fifteenth (15th) calendar day of each month 
of employment, tender to the Union an. amount oft money equal-to the monthly dues uniformly 
charged by the Union to all employees„whoTare members of the Union or.a service fee.., 
Section 3.06 Employees TTnlHing Pertain Religions Beliefs Any employee who is a member 
of and adheres to established and n-a^tional( tenets, or, .teachings,of a bona.fide religion, body or 
sect which has historically held conscientious .objections to joining or financially supporting 
labor organizations shall not be required to join or financially support this labor organization as a 
condition of employment,, provided that it, is .-understood .that any such employee, holding 
conscientious objections pursuant to this provision
 ;who requests this organization to use the 
grievance/arbitration procedures on his/her behalf, may be charged for the reasonable costs of 
using such procedure. , j r . . . _. ( - ., 
Section 1.07 Membership in the Union is not compulsory and is a matter separate, distinct and 
apart from an employee's obligation to.share equally the. cost of administering and negotiating 
this Agreement. All employees have the right to join, not join, maintain,; or drop 'their 
membership in the Union as they see fit but must, in all cases, comply with Section 3.04 by 
tendering either the monthly dues or service fees, as appropriate. The Union recognizes, 
however, that it is required under the Agreement to'represent all employees included within the 
collective bargaining unit without regard to whether or not the employee is a member of the 
Union. The Union further agrees that it shall accept into membership each employee who 
becomes eligible to be a member of the collective bargaining unit and who tenders to the Union 
the periodic monthly dues and initiation fees uniformly required as' a condition of acquiring or 
retaining membership in the Union. 
Section 3.n8 The Company through its agents will not discourage anyone from joining the 
Union and/or participating in the Union. 
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Section 3.0Q The Company agrees to consider any applicant referred to' it by the Union. The 
decision on hiring, however, remains the exclusive right of the Company.' '' 
Section 3.ifl The Company agrees to collect back dues which'' are owing from employees, upon 
proper notification from the Union, by collecting up to one'month'ofb'ackjdues at a-rate notto 
exceed' $4.00 per month. If an employee' isln arrears' in'excess' of bne month's 'dues,-ifshall be 
the responsibility'of the Union to co l l e t ' s i i c^ m the event1'an'employee 
owes back dues which were incurred while' the ^em^loyee'-was employed bVthe Company, the 
Company will collect all such backdues through payroll deduction/at a rate not to exceed $4.00 
permonth. ' " ' ' ' ,C;' '''v,: • '-i't/ - *•' '• 
Section 4.A1 The Employer agrees to a checkoff forme payment of Umorrdues and-to deduct 
such payments from the wages of ail" employees arid, remit sartielto the Umon in accordance with 
the terms of signed authorizatioris/of sucfr 'employees, iand'adcprdiiig'to the method set forth 
below, and the Employer shall be the agent'for receiving such monies aiufthe deduction'of said 
dues by the Employer shall constitute payrnenfo? said dues by the employees: - ; ' -
Section 4.ft2 The amount of dues „to?be'deducted each month throughout the' terms of this 
Agreement under the conditions outlined above shall'be'certified to the Employer By the Union 
simultaneously with the signing of this Agreement; provided, however, if the dues are increased 
or decreased in accordance with the CoustitutibnEand By-Laws bf the Uniori-during the life ofthis 
Agreement, the Union shall certify the changed^amountof such dues/and thereafter the Employer 
shall deduct such newly certified amount of 4nes.'' ' ; " * ' ' • 
The Employer will remit to the Officerof the '.Union who has been certified to the Employer by 
the duly authorized Officers of the Union, the1 amount of monthly dues so collected. -
Section 4.03 The regular monthly dues for regular employees shall be deducted in equal weekly 
or bi-weekly amounts, and such amounts shall be forwarded monthly to the Union. 
Section 4.04 All sums deducted for dues shall be remitted to the Umon 'not later than the 
twentieth (20 ) day of the month after which such deductions are made. 
Section 4.05 In the event that die Employer fails to deduct arid remit the proper Union dues, or 
fails to comply with any of the terms of this Agreement, the Union may consider any such 
conduct on the part of the Employer a material breach ofthis Agreement. 
Section 4.0fi Notwithstanding Section 3.05 hereof, the initiation fee for all employees shall be 
si 
deducted in installments over a six (6) month period beginning in the month following the 31 
day of employment or the effective date ofthis contract, whichever is later. 
Section 4.07 The Union agrees to indemnify and hold the Employer harmless against any and all 
claims, suits, orders or judgments brought or issued against the Employer as a result of any action 
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taken or not taken by the Employer pursuant to any written or oral communication from the 
Union under the provisions of this Article. •': -
Section 4.08 The--Employer-agrees'to deducted such sums'as are designated by-'written 
authorization to the COPE fund of the SEIU, provided that the amount designated is no less than 
Two Dollars per month/Employee authorizations fori deductions shall be-permitted in the month 
of January eacrf year and shall, not be-revoked for ^period-of one year; All revocations shall be 
inwriting. "h:.- -•' i~* eS\ '/.">. •:t>»"r- • "? -~v. •jvr.'^voWri/o" -•:: : . . -. 
• -"' '-••- '- •
 J
'-'"
r
"v- -'• ARTTPT F S , mSMTSSAT . 
Section 5.01 No employee shall be discharged from employmentby the:'Employer for reason of 
his activity in the Union, or by his furnishing the Union or its members with any information 
regarding working conditions'inlor around;his*plac'e of employment 
Section 5.0,% The'Employer- agrees that --.no "ndhiprobationary employee shall be disciplined 
without just cause, with the reason for, such -discipline given to the employee immediately upon 
such discipline. Upon request, either theiemployeetor the-Union will be given written notice of 
discharge1 or. suspension at the time'it is-'given" or such-notice'will be mailed to their last known 
address. Should the employee wish-to contest discir/line' of any kind,' written notice thereof shall 
be given to the Employer and Umon within seven (7) calendar days, in which event the issue 
shall thereafter be submitted, to-arid determined, Hinder the grievance procedure. In the event the 
notice of discipline is mailed, the employee shall*hive seven (7) days in which to file a grievance 
from the date of receipt or-attempt txy-deliver/--vjlie; mailing shall be by certified mail, return 
receipt requested. '" •'• '- V \ "<",...• •••-• ''•'• 
Section 5.03 The Employer shall make available at its place of business all monies due no later 
than the next regularly scheduled payday for' me .workweek-in which the dismissal takes place; 
where practical, a check will be prepared earlier than such date and sent to the employee at 
his/her last known address. No vacation pay, inany event, shall be paid-to any employee who is 
dismissed for cause. Any'regular employee who is-off work on a workers' compensation injury 
shall not receive vacation credits. •' •''" -"• " :">'- •» 
ARTin.F, f> - SHOP STEWART) 
Section 6.01 The Employer agrees to recognize Shop Stewards designated by the Union, which 
number shall not exceed one per shift at any job location. 
Section 6.02 Employees, during a conference where disciplinary action is to be taken or where 
an employee is questioned on a matter that may lead to any disciplinary action may, upon 
request, have a Union member available in such conference, provided another employee is 
available and provided his or her presence will not interfere with operations.- The Company will 
make every attempt to utilize the shop steward for this purpose provided he/she is available and 
his or her presence will not interfere with operations. If no Union employee is available, the 
disciplinary action shall be reduced to writing and a copy given to the employee or mailed within 
a twenty-four (24) hour period, except for terminations and suspensions, which notice must be 
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given.to the employeeby the. end of the shift ifia supervisor is presenter .if not, mailed or given 
to the employee on the next business day. • •, . . - ..•.. 
Section 6.03 The Union shall provide cppies.of the contract to-each employee./" :«, 
Section fi.0,4 Shop Stewards .and other :Uni6n-officiab:shall -have access to aiyfacilityt at which 
members of the bargaining.unit are-.emploveoUxThe stewards otiaer!Union:offic:als-shall notify 
an Employer official as soon as possible before he/she enters upon the facility. This paragraph is 
subject to the rules and regulations of the premises and shall in no case interfere with or interrupt 
operations. Advance permission pf.thecpntractors,shall also be obtained. The Employer will 
make a reasonable effort to secure Union access to the premises. The Employer's permission 
will not unreasonably be: withheld.---'--'.v^ ;r-v \.---\-) . "<• -/- .. >•,•...': ,..-.
 ; ,• .. : 
A i m C T F 7-PROTECTION OFRTGHTS . ,
 4 
Section:7.01 It shall not be a violation^ofthis Agreement, and.it-skalJ-Vnot be the.cause for 
discharge or .disciplinary action, .in-the.: event.an. employee refuses to enter upon any property 
involved in a primary labor dispute, or (refuses to goithrough or work behind any primary .picket 
line, including the primary picket-line of the Union,, which is a.party of this Agreement, and 
including primary picket lines at the Employer's places of business. •<„ ,. 
Section 1.02 It shall not be a violation of this Agreement, and it,shall not be cause for discharge 
or .disciplinary action, if any employee, refuses to perform';.-any service which his Employer 
undertakes to perform as, an ally of an. Employer orperson whose employees are on strike, and 
which service, but for such strikes, would be performed by the employees of the Employer or 
person on strike. 
7.. , / ARTIPT .F-X - SFNTORTTV .,.. 
Section R.01 Employees.shall accrue seniority on each job or customer. In case, of layoffs due to 
losing a customer or job, the last employee hired-shall be:the first laid off.. Employees. shall 
retain their recall rights for a period of up to ninety (90) days from their layoff, and when jobs 
come open on other customers they will be given preference in rehiring. If an employee is called 
back to work and refuses to report, he loses his seniority. JWhib seniority is by job location, if a 
contract is lost and an employee has more than two (2) years of actual service with the Company, 
he or she will be allowed to displace.the junior employee who is then at his or her current ratetof 
pay and who has less service at another location designated by the Company. If no opening -^"^ 
•es&sts^Ee Employer will be allowed thirty (30) work days to find another position, if available, 
for the employee from date of loss of contract. If no such junior individual at another location at 
the person's current rate of pay is available, the employee may displace the junior person at the 
rate most comparable to employee's wage rate at a site designated by the Company within thirty 
(30) days of the loss of the job. If wages and benefits are reduced, the Company will make every 
effort to restore the person to a job having his former, higher wages and benefits as soon as 
practical. In no event will an employee's wage be reduced more than the differential between the 
locations involved. 
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Sfrtinn 8.02 Extra employees shall acquire seniority and shall be put on regular, when regular 
jobs are open by the same process. Employees shall have the right to request transfers to other 
jobs, when and if openings are available, the parties recognize that customer demands might 
dictate that an employee be moved from a particular job. When so required by a customer, an 
employee will be offereda, position consistent, with his or her seniority at some other location. 
When a customer requests'removal.'of ah employee, 'the>'Company .'shall make a written request 
that the customer confirm its request in "writing. 'The Company will provide the Union with a 
copy of its written request to the customer. If the Company obtains written confirmation of the 
customer's request, the Company shall provide a copy of tj^ e customer's request to the Union. If 
transferred, every effort .will lie made' ript to ^lice'^. 'emiioyee's'hpuiB or hourly fate. This 
does not restrict the Company's right to'discharge, for just cau.se/hpwbver/ .', 
Sertinn 8103 In the event the Employer; deskes tolaybrf any.-employee or' employees for reasons 
such as the loss of a job or'portion of a job, the Union agrees to meet with the Employer, and 
discuss the proposed layoff in good faith. Employees on layoff and regular part-time and extra 
employees shall receive preference,over all new^hires. . . , . . , . . . 
Sfictinn 8.04 Seniority of an employee shall be broken or terminated when he or she: 
(a) Quits. , . 
(b) .'Retires, or any other legitimate reason. /....,, > 
(c) Is discharged. ' " ' ' " 
(d) Is absent from work for a period of one (1),working day without notifying the Company 
unless excused by the Company for extenuaring'circumstan.ces beyond'the employee's control. 
An employee's seniority will hot terminate if the"Company rehires the'employee within.' thirty 
(30) days after me employee's discharge because of no call no show. 
(e) Fails to report for work at the close of his leave of absence. 
(f) Fails, following layoff, to return to work within three (3) working days following receipt 
of notice of recall from' layoff by telephone or notice sent to his last known address, unless 
excused by the Company for extenuating circumstances beyond the employee's control. 
(g) Has been on layoff for a period of more than ninety (90) days, provided that during that 
period he shall notify the Company arid the Union, in writing, certified 'mail, return receipt 
requested, of his then current address and telephone number and of his desire to remain on the 
seniority list at the end of two (2) weeks after layoff and again the end of each subsequent four 
(4) week period. ' " 
(h) Gives misleading, erroneous, and/or false statements in seeking employment with the 
Company, or on insurance claims, or fails through omission to furnish material background facts 
as sought on application or insurance forms in connection with employment. There shall be no 
time limit on such items. 
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(i) Accepts new' employment with sorne other Employer' while on "^a medical leave of 
absence. : " ' ' ."/ '. " u ' ' 1 
Section S.05 All employees" who have been hired as part-time employees and _are regularly 
scheduled to work less than" thirty-two''(ifynours a week, 'are^'part-time employees 'for the 
purposes of this Agreement. .. :,., 
]. .• ^ : ••;'•'• [f)Q-yrlO,j lull u w;;.,.>.-.; >V\ c- V.i- *•-:•' a c ^ v '•':. rr •-•. . 
Section tt.flfi Cnntrnc t " B " Transfers -'p'nipfnye'es employetf under "the terms "of mis'Contract 
A who request in writing, by personally re^stenng'af .the Company office, to be transferred to a 
building subject to the terms of Contract "B'vshaH'be awarded openings by seniority among those 
employees having made requests, provided that openings in buildings serviced by the. Company 
for less than a year shall hot be subject to transfer by seniority but shall be" filled at the'discretion 
ofthe Company. ' '"'f~ "'"'' '~":' '"'' .' '"• 1.'*' .".' 
r
 - - 7 .;•.;. n „ <:-?v • •••- v\) .'\i\a. ; . : . - . ; ' ; :.;,•/•' .'&:•- >•: *-. . •< , 
A R T T f T ^ Q ^ A W r i F A R S T i : N r f e ' - " ' " ' 
Section Q.m Any employee who has completed three (3)'months of consecutive employment 
and is in good standing with the Union shall be granted a leave of absence for bona fide illness, 
accident, injury or any other bona fide reason acceptable to the Employer, and shall be restored to 
his regular job classification upon presentation of a doctor's certificate that he is able to return to 
work. Leaves of absence are not to exceed twelve (12)'weeks, unless mutually agreed to between 
Employer and employee. Leaves of absence in cases of pregnancy shall be consistent with 
applicable law. 
Section Q.ftl Military Teave: For the protection of the rights and privileges of all men and 
women who-have served in the Armed Forces of Me United States, both parties hereto agreel'to 
observe the provisions and spirit of the section of the Selective Training and Service Act (Title 
50, Appendix 308, U.S. Code Annotated) which provides for the reemployment of Veterans. 
Section Q.m Requests for leaves, and approval or rejection, shall be in writing. 
Section Qf)4 In the event' federal and/or state law mandates parental leave for the employees of 
the Employer, such terms will be incorporated herein. 
Section Q.fK Upon the Union's written request, the Company will release one person for every 
seventy-five (75) persons employed by the Company under the terms of the Agreement for a 
period of five (5) days each year without pay. 
APTirTff m-SAVTNfiS PT ATTSF 
Section 1fi.ni If any.provision of this contract or the application of such provision to any person 
or circumstance shall be ruled an unfair labor practice, or in any other way contrary to law by 
Federal or State Court or duly authorized agency, the remainder of this Contract or the 
application of such provision to other persons or circumstances shall not be affected thereby. 
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ARTTCTF 11 - TTOTTRS O F OWRTTMff. ANIVMATNTFNANrF OF W O R T O N ^ 
rONDTTTONS 
Spptinn 11.01- Forty:(40) hours shall constitute;a,week's work- Time and one-half (l-Yi) shall be 
paid for all time, worked-in: excess of forty (40,) hours' per week.' Holidays, whether worked or 
not,.shall Demounted as time'workedforiovfirtimepurposes.-: - v • "_ 
Section 11,ft2 Mgintananre'nf-Hnnrs*v Tf hmirs;are cntrHy^the rnmpany, an explanation for that 
move will be given to the employees affected thereby; however, hours will not be cut for 
arbitrary reasons. The Company will give preference for full-time positions to its then current 
part-time employees.prionto hiring from the outsdde^Such:current part time-employees shall, 
however, first advise the'Company in writing of a'-desire., for full time employment.- Seniority of 
employees will be considered^but the Company will not be obligated thereby.^ • 
Spptinn 11.0.1 Occasional extra work in each building shall be rotated when possible, so that 
every employee receivesia.'fair,share:: 'On.daily, assigmnentsheyohd::the .normal shift, as much 
notice as• possible, will be .given, but not lessihan 6ne r(l):-,hour except in emergencies or 
extenuating circumstances. >-,;•.. -.. ;„'..".• vlic •J. :." . 
Septinn 11.04 Upon execution of.this Agreemenfcand^upon request up to^twice each calendar 
year thereafter, each contractor will provide a list of its buildings cleaned, the names of 
employees employed at such locations,' the employees', wages and addresses and, for each 
building, the hours employees are normally present. - Such information is subject to the 
confidentiality provisions of this Section. Upon receipt of such information, the Union will keep 
such information confidential and, will not, provider sucn.informatioh to. anyone other .than'Union 
officials who are full time employees Of Local 50;; That individual, in tum,~will not provide the 
information to others. •• . •'- -.';;/ '•'{.>*'' T-•*'•• . - - " '- -:-: "• ->• 
ABTTPT.TT. 12 - W O R K I N G POlVnTTTONS A7VH TOR F V P F N S F 
Sw.tinw il.ftl The Employer agrees.to carry Workmen's:Compensation Insurance on each 
employee coming under the terms and provisions.of this Agreement. 
Sprtinn 11.02 The Employer agrees to provide proper safety appliances and equipment to 
safeguard the Health and Safety of all employees, and to.observe' all-State and Federal Laws 
regarding working conditions. . - . . , . 
Sectin-n 12.01 Where employees are required, to wear uniforms, the Employer shall furnish 
same, however, the requirement of matching shirt and pants will not be considered as a uniform. 
Sertion 12.04 W o r k m e n ' s Compensat ion Insurance: The Employer is required to submit to 
the Union, a Certificate of Workmen's Compensation Insurance as proof that the Employer has 
complied with Section 12.01 of this Agreement. 
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• „ • • . . . . ARTTPT F 11 i-JOR nFSrmPTTONS / J 
•'Ll'.W.x'i' -V 
Section 11.01 Janitors-Cleaners Anyone engaged in washing, cleaning, scrubbing, rinsing, 
waxing, buffing, dusting,..sweeping, vacuuming,-" polishing/- disinfecting, .wiping, mopping, 
scraping, spraying,.scouring, restroomsj halls,'floors, offices^etc:,:or.moving'furniture, supplies, 
replacing burned out lights and starters,rkremo^g,trash,-:supplying'toilet-rooms, operating 
elevators, loading and unloading trucks, gardening, complete wall, ceiling, light, Venetian blind 
washing and moving furniture," assistmg;mamten^ 
classification. • • • r n ^ y-.riisi1: V; -" ' r •••:.•*•[..: ".%;•' y'-- .: ~f-o; "" : ' ' 
Section 1.1.01 Mechanical Maintenance Nnr 1-. Anyone whose ability and qualifications are 
such that they are capable of managing^and.effectiyely operating a building" and making'any'and 
all repairs of electric equipment and'440 volt, elevators/air conditioning;\and other sophisticated 
areas of mechanical maintenance that may arise in day-to-day operations. 
Section 11.01 Mechanical Maintenance No. 2: ; Anyone, wnose .duties shall consist of minor 
carpentry, plumbing, painting, electrical work, jeplace:a:door.lock, replace broken glass to the 
physical structure of the building, or to do other similar or related work; and who may be called 
upon to make repairs to the mechanical equipment usually found in office buildings, and who 
shall grease, oil, change air filters-neededXc^sk conditionoriheat the building;- , • -• 
Section 11.04 Emergencies: During emergencies, :all'employees are expected to perform the 
natural duties of the above, job description,including.snow removal. . - - ' • ' • ..~ 
Section 11.05 Mechanical Maintenance Technician- Anyone whose job duties require and 
qualifications include., a: two (2) year graduate from Rankin-Trade School or- an^equivalent 
commercial course of study, in addition to the Mechanical Maintenance No. 1 Job Description. 
Section 14.01 "Wages" as that term is used throughout this contract, shall mean and be defined 
as the minimum hourly wage rate. .Any employee employed on July 1,2002, if also continuously 
employed through and including January 1, 2003, shall receive a wage increase of 500 per hour 
effective January 1, 2003; any employee employed on July 1, 2003, if also-continuously 
employed through and including January 1,2004, shall receive a wage increase of 400 per hour 
effective January 1, 2004; any employee employed on July 1, 2004,'if also continuously 
employed through and including January 1, 2005, shall receive a wage increase of 400 per hour 
effective January. 1, 2005; any employee employed on July 1, 2005, if also continuously 
employed through and including January.!, 2006, shall receive a wage increase of 400 per hour 
effective January 1, 2006. 
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Effective October 1, 2002, the rrnnimum wage rate for new employees-shall be:. ; .:••. - K ... 
- Fffert ivp Tlatff.
 : ., . Minimum Ratft,; 
"'"' v.V: ' \ '10/1/62," . ' . . v ^,.o<v;: - $6.25 .'.-_. .'""' v=. * .. 
1/1/03 $6.50 
••• - , V f - , - ••: j-,-1/1/0.4...,.- ,;,;• v , '.>, fe$6i75 - .,*-,.*• • • 
- ;.' ,. •* r - , , . -, : : - . . - : l / l /05v r -. .: , <- h ; . - ^ 0 0 ; ' ; , ; ; - v " , • v. 
1/1/06 ' $7 .25; . .
 ? ; / j v 
•• • , •> , '• '.-. ,-.' i- ; ,*.!• ' ^ ; . . . i ; . v L ^ ^ 4 j r ; . l : i . ,. • • • . . , • ' " 
As, in the past,-the-Company may continue its practices-of paying certain employees above the 
rates, specified herein and of hiring new eniplpyees;at rates :in excess of the minimum specified 
herein. • , ' . - . . . •- ;•_*- •_••.,• •> .: ... '? ;> -;:-.. -,[.• •  -j ; J. 
J o u r n e y m a n W a g e R a t e : Effective as of January 1, 2003, any employee who has reached, or 
thereafter readies, his/her second .anniversary. ofccpntinuous employment shall be classified as a 
joumeyperson and upon such.second anmversary;[S}iall;receive not less than the, minimum hourly 
wage rate as follows: 
Effective Hate , , .M in imum Kate.-
 v(,. ':. 
' l r l - 0 3 . i; • , - ' • . - . -* -$7 ' .25 : ..; .-,, \\- -. -,-.,; ; • 
•1-1-04..,
 :, $7.75,,...-..*-., ^ . - ! . - . . 
1-1-05 - . .. ,-.$8,25* .-viyiiu v . : • 
1:1-06.., . ' v. • '$8/75 , /.,.,•!, • - . . " : . : . • . . - • ... 
Sflpfinn 14.02 Employees required to,work as Lead persons shall receive fifteen cents (150) per 
hour over the above rates for such work as applied to each classification. A Lead person shall 
serve, act and be removed from the position of lead person without cause at the sole discretion of 
the Employer. It is agreed that a Lead person shall be used on jobs having more than five (5) 
employees, unless a resident supervisor is on:the job,rin which case a Lead ..person will not be 
required. • • ' ' ; ;:. 
* 
W f i o n 14.03 Payday: Employee 's paychecks will be available every other Friday at the 
individual job sites. Prior to said payday, an employee may request that his or her check be left 
at the Company office where it will be available for pick up after 1 p.m. on payday. Employees 
who do not pick up, their checks shall have their paychecks mailed immediately following the 
Friday distribution of checks to their last known address. registered with the Employer. If an 
employee regularly picks up his/her check at the Company office, advanced written notice of 
such intent must be provided in writing. One day advanced oral notice by phone may be given to 
the Company office in the case of an.occasional emergency. 
Sftptinn 14.04 When employees are regularly required to work combination jobs they shall 
receive the rate of pay applicable to the job classification in which they work the majority of their 
time during that day. 
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Section 14.fl* Payment for Travel • v 
(a) Any employee who is-required tb-move from work-'site'to work site in the course of 
performing his work assignments shall be paid for all time spent in traveling between such 
locations. Employers have the right-to set the amount of travel tinie to be paid. 
(b) Travel time, as defined in paragraph (a) of this Section, shall be counted as time 
worked for the purposes of computing' the total daily and weekly hours worked and any 
overtime premium, where applicable) (' : M ; *: 
Secrlnn 14.06 Payment For TTse Of Fmplnyee's Own Vehirle- Any employee who is required 
by the Employer to furnish his 6wn'vehicle-fb carry'equipment' of supplies-between customer 
locations shall be reimbursed for the use" of Kis-vehicie at the rate1 of twenty-seven cents"'(27^) per 
mile, with mileage between jobs to be determined by the Employer. All mileage payments to 
reimburse employees for using the Employee's vehicle shall be paid by separate check. 
(a) The Union shall have the -right to inspect' the paycheck of any employee covered 
by this Agreement after :the same has-been ^ returned to the 'Employer by the'bahk. - ' • *" 
(b) The Union shall have the right to request a Certified Public Accountant to determine 
whether or not the proper dues, pension and welfare-payments have been made to-:the Union or 
appropriate trust. Payment of such audit will be borne by the Union or appropriate trust. Audit 
procedures format to be as prescribed by the International Foundation of Employee Benefit Plans. 
Within sixty (60) days of the execution by all parties of this collective bargaining agreement, the 
Contract Cleaners Association of St. Louis shall advise the Union of the names of five (5) 
Certified Public Accounting firms which are acceptable to it. For purposes of an audit or 
inspection of records, the -Union* shall 'have the-right to select any one accounting firm from said 
list of the Union's own choosing. - :'-'1 •'-'"' ^ 
In the event the" results of such inspection or audit revealed that the Employerhas violated any 
terms or conditions of this Article, the Employer shall-be liable for the cost not to exceed fifteen 
percent (15%) of the obligation or liability. Nothing in this Section shall limit the remedies 
available under 29 U.S.C. §1145. 
Section 14.07 When the customed so requires in its written contract with' the Company, 
employees shall be required to wear safety shoes. The Company will reimburse such employees 
for the cost thereof up to $25 per year on the employee's first anniversary and each anniversary 
thereafter provided satisfactory proof of purchase is provided to the Company. 
Sertinn 14.0S As a condition of employment or continued employment, all employees will be 
required to sign an agreement granting the Company the absolute right to set off against the 
unpaid wages of such employee any valid debt, charge, costs or other expense which the 
Company shall have incurred by reasons of the employee's acts or failure to act regarding the 
return of Company property such as keys, papers, uniforms and other similar items. The 
employee must acknowledge in such agreement that he/she understands and agrees that the 
absolute right granted to the Company so to set off is contractual and is intended to reimburse the 
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Company for the losses it may incur for the kinds of items noted herein. Prior to exercising its 
right to set off, the Company must inform the employee in writing as to the nature of the expense, 
the employee's.act which resulted in the expense, the amount claimed by the Company, and the 
amountper pay period which the Company intends to deduct. ..
 n 
Section 15-W ra&;Emplpyer, in ,addit ion^ may designate a particular 
area in a'building.tp be designated as.a job .training area,,wherein.new employees shall be trained 
for Janitor Cleaning work,.;and,said employees performing.services in said designated training 
area may,-be, transferred in and out at the sole discretion, of the. Employer during the training 
period^ The employees and the Union will, be informed^ of -the location, of the job training area. 
This Section will not be used to subvert oti^er provisions of this Agreement ,, r., -
.: r ,v r-,1--:.-: ARTTrT.F. 1fi-HOTJT>AVS ., . 
Spptinn Ifi.ftl Regularly scheduled employees shall not be required to work, but shall be paid a 
straight time hourly rate of pay at their fixed number of hours normally worked per day for the 
following holidays, regardless of the day of the -\yeekupon .which the holiday falls: ,. 
New Year's Day 
Memorial Day 
, .. . Independence pay... .(1 .,,,, 
Labor Day 
Thanksgiving Day 
Christmas^Day . _
 r . .-.-,. . 
Should the customer observe any other regularly, scheduled work, day as a holiday in^addition to 
those hsted above, the employees of the contractor at.that location will also celebrate such day as 
a holiday; payment for such day will be at. the discretion of the customer, and the.Employer will 
not be obligated to issue holiday pay. If, however, an employee requests to work, work will be 
provided to that individual. If the Union requests proof from.the building management that the 
holiday is not paid, such documentation will be obtained by the contractor., The employee will 
not be required to travel within the city limits of St. Louis at any distance greater than five (5) 
miles. Elsewhere, the employee will not be required' to travel any unreasonable distance from 
where he/she normally works. Work will. bev provided in the employee's normal job 
classification. .', , . . . , 
Employees working in multi-tenant buildings shall not observe customer holidays unless all 
tenants of said building celebrate a particular holiday. . 
Where the Martin Luther King Birthday holiday is observed, employees at that location shall 
receive the day off with pay. On accounts often (10) employees or more when the MLK Holiday 
is not observed and where employees make an advanced three, (3) work day written request, up to 
a maximum often percent (10%).of employees on each job shall be permitted off without pay on 
the Martin Luther King Birthday holiday. Selection shall be by seniority. 
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The term holiday as used in the second 'arid third paragraphs of this Section' 16.01 shall be limited 
to those holidays, commonly observed as Federal' of/State holidays, arid which are so observed by 
the customer. The term holiday does not,''ther'efore, include days of-'shutdbwn by.the customer 
such as plant shutdown or school shutdown for vacation o^r any other reason if the days of 
shutdown are not days commonly•delcbraiedta£jFederal-or Stateiolidays. 
Section 16.02 Tn order to qualify'fot'"stiaig^tfiriep^ it-is'agreed'that 
employees must work the regularly' Scheduled workday which imrne'diate'ly precedes'-and follows 
the holiday, except in cases of proven illness a'pcufriented'by aphysician's 'statement that the 
employee was personally seen by the/physician and'- that the 'individual was ^ unable to perform his 
or her regular job duties,;or urriess the'absencVis mutually agreed to'in writing,1 and all employees 
must be employed for at least sixty(60) daysto be eligible." ' ' ' ' ; ^ ' j "' 
S^rtinn ifi.03 Employees eligible•'for-hoifday payriad-who are called to work on any of the 
above listed holidays, shall receive time and one-half (1-54) for all such hours worked, in addition 
to holiday pay. - " : ; ; ;i; • '-;:i'- -'•>* ''.••*'• ''••• -":':- •••i'-:' :ri -; • -•-.'.-..*" 
Sftrtinn ifiJU• The Employer shall not substituted additional day off for any holiday where the 
intent or effect is to avoid paying any employee at the premium rate for all hours worked on a 
holiday. • •' 
Sertinn 16.05 Holidays, whether worked or not; shall be'counted as time worked for overtime 
purposes. _ ' ; ' . ' " * 
AWTTrT F 17 - VACATIONS 
Sftptinn T7.ni- Regularly,scheduled erriployees who work'a fixed number of hours, and have 
been continuously onthe payroll of the Employer shall''receive uponthe anniversary date"oftheir 
last employment, the following amount of vacation with pay: 
One (1) Week after one (1) year * r 
Two (2) Weeks after two (2) years 
Three (3) Weeks after' ten (10)' years 
Section I7.n2 Employees entitled to vacation pay will be paid on the pay period following their 
anniversary date. It is agreed that employees will notify the Employer of their intention to take 
vacation two (2) weeks in advance. 
Sprtinn 17.03 Pay for such vacation shall be paid for the average number of hours worked per 
week for the previous twelve (12) months. No deduction for sporadic absences will be made, 
which for vacation purposes only is defined as five (5) days or less per year. 
section 1704 In the event a holiday falls within an employee's vacation period, he shall be 
granted an additional day with pay, or an additional day of vacation. 
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Spftifin 17.05 , If an employee has, earned and.-is eligible for.vacation under this clause and 
voluntarily quits, he^shall be paid his vacation pay, .Conversely, if an, employee terminates his 
employment for any reason, including quits or discharge .before he has become eligible for-his 
vacation pay, he shall not be entitled to vacation pay. If an employee with five (5) or more years 
of service with. a particular-. con1ractor-,yoluntarilyiterminates his.pr.her employment, that 
individual will receive pro rata vacation^ j .r. ^ , r:ij -,.,.-. .r. . ; , • • > . : 
Sprtinn 17.06 Employees terminated because^ the cancellatioibpf a contract by any customer 
shall receiye as severance-pay, mearnpunt of accmeo!/vacation due them, unless said employee is 
assigned.to, another job .within thirty (30) days. Employees;shall be given this severance pay 
regardless of when their anniversary date falls, provided the employees have completed six (6) 
months service.,
 t ^ ^ — •-•<.-• , , ..--.v - ; i ; r ; ; j ••,•.! ..-..-, ; r 
A R T T P T F l f t ^ m 
sprtinn 18.M -Employer-;contributipns :tp;fhe Contract.Gleaners Building Service Employees' 
Welfare Trust and to Contrack.iCleaners.Service Employees' Pterisipn^Trustvas-described in the 
Addenda to this Agreement shall be made to the place and in the manner specified by the 
Trustees of-the respective Trust, and,the Employer shall,;in making such contributions, complete 
such reporting forms relating to contributions as shalj,be furnished to.them by .the respective trust 
provided such forms;-and/or data -can11reasonably-.,be ^provided by the Employer without 
inconvenience or economic cost to the Employer's pr,Trust's operations.
 ;.The Employer and 
Trust agree to fully cooperate to insure that the transfer of data occurs efficiently. 
Sprtinn 1S.ni Fringp Rpnpfits Tinder Trust Agi-ppments- The Trustees of the respective Trust 
Funds shall cooperate so as to maximize the benefits-under the said Trusts, consistent withthe 
amounts of money paid into the said Trusts. Iflaws gpyerning Trust Agreements change,'then 
the Trust and this Agreement shall be amended to .coincide with the law. • „ . . • . . 
Sprtinn 18.03 Notwithstanding any other provision of this contract, or its Addenda, contribution 
for employees to the Contract Cleaners Building Service Employees' Welfare Trust shall not be 
made for any employee during .the .first three, (3)-calendar months of that individual's 
employment. Contributions for hours worked shall begin for the first working.day after the 
employee has successfully completed three (3) calendar months of employment. 
AWTTfT.F, I Q - H R T F V A N r F AND ARRTTRATTON PROrFPTTRF 
Sprtinn 1Q.M For purposes of this Agreement, a grievance is defined as an employee or Union's 
dispute, claim or complaint involving, the interpretation or application of the provisions of this 
Agreement. In the event of such a dispute, as defined above, representatives of the Employer and 
the Union shall make an honest and sincere effort to adjust the same in an amicable manner. In 
the event, however, of the inability of the Employer and the Union to reach an agreement on the 
issue in dispute, the question may, at the option of the Union, be submitted for arbitration, 
provided with the following procedure: 
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FIRST STEP: Grievances shall be presented by the complaining employees or Union in 
writing, to his immediate supervisor within-seven (7) days after the'occurrence of the'event 
giving rise to such grievance;"' Unless 'ah''employee presents his''grievance initially to his 
supervisor as herein provided, such grievance shall hot be considered 'at any subsequent step in 
this procedure. However, if no disposition' o'f'tbe grievance-is obtained'within seven1 (7) days 
after its first presentation to this step, it may be taken up af the h'exfjstep.:. ,v -r' • ' ''•'' ;';' -: 
SECOND STEP: If not settled ^ in the martfier'stft out in theTirst Step/the grievarice'shall 
be mailed to the Company representative witftih:ten (10) days.';rUpbri receipt of the grievahce-the 
Company representative will contact thelUnion-business representative and'schedule1 a meeting. 
The meeting will be held promptiy.: "'When a1 grievance meeting has'been scheduled, the 
employee filing the grievance and the Union representative must attend the scheduled meeting 
together, and arrive on time. If either the employee and/or the Union representative is absent, 
without prior notification-to the Company representative, uie-grievance':-wifi^be considered 
dropped. If the employee or Union representative is more than 30 minutes late to a scheduled 
meeting, without notifying the Companyl';represeritative,: the * grievance will be; considered 
dropped. This provision shall hot applyin.the case'bfexlraorto'afycifcumstarices.'' 
THIRD 'STEP: If-a grievance'is hot settled within-seven "(7) business days after 
presentation at the last- step; the Union may request arbitration' of the'grievance by sending the 
other party written notice of its desire to'arbitrate me grievance. Such notice shall be given 
within thirty (30) days after presentation of hie grievance in step 2. ' 
If the Union requests arbitration, the parties shall promptly attempt to select an Arbitrator by 
mutual agreement: If the parties are unable'-to- agree -upon an Arbitratbr/they shall apply jointly 
to the Federal Mediation and Condition-Serviceswho" shall furnish a* list'of Arbitrators, all of 
whom must be members "of the National Academy of Arbitrators, from which the parties shall 
select one (1) by alternately striking off the'others,- the party seeking arbitration striking first. In 
any event, the Arbitrator must be selected within forty-five (45) days of the notice of desire to 
arbitrate. Panels will consist of nine (9) individuals; either party may request a second panel. 
Sertinn 19.ni No Arbitrator • shall go beyond the -interpretation and/or application of this 
Agreement or the obligation of the parties under this Agreement. It shall in no way be construed 
that the Arbitrator shall have the power to'add to, subtract from, or modify in any way the terms 
of this Agreement. Issues not directly involved in the case under submission shall not be decided 
by the Arbitrator and no Arbitrator shall have the power to modify, change-cr interpret any wage 
rate. The fee and all expenses incurred by the Arbitrator and whatever other expenses involved in 
the arbitration hearing, shall be assumed by the losing party. No arbitrator' shall consider more 
than one grievance at any one hearing, unless the parties mutually agree. *" 
Sectinn 19.03 ft is agreed that there shall be no picketing, sympathy strikes, strikes, or any other 
activity which interferes with the Company's operations during the life of this Agreement. 
Furtherno officer or official of the Union, or any of its locals, shall assist or encourage any 
picketing, handbilling, supporting strikes, strikes, sympathy strikes, sit-downs, slow-downs, work 
stoppages or any other activity which interferes with the Company's operations. 
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Section 19.04 Above and beyond the grievance procedure specified herein, the parties, at times 
and places mutually agreeable, shall meet periodically to discuss matters of mutual concern. . 
Section 1Q.05 Expcditeri TKspiite ttesoliitinn Concerning Application Of Section 1.(12 In 
case of a dispute concerning Section 1.02 of this Contract "B", the Parties agree to an expedited 
grievance/disputev'resolution-p'fbeedure: -'TKe-Uriion- may-file a-written grievance concerning a 
dispute about the interpretation or application of the provisions of Section 1.02 of this Contract 
"B". If the grievance is not settled within seven (7) business days after written presentation, the 
Union may-request arbitration of'the grievance'-by'seriding the President of the Contract Cleaners 
Association written :notice: of the Union's desire to''arbitrate the grievance.' This notice shall be 
given within fourteen (14) days after presentation'of the written grievance to the Association. 
If the Union requests arbitration, the parties-shall promptly'attempt to select an Arbitrator by 
mutual agreement. If the parties are unable-'toagreeiuponiah Arbitrator, they shall apply jointly 
to the Federal Mediation and Condition-Service^who-shall furnish a list of Arbitrators on an 
expedited basis, all of whom must be members of the National Academy of Arbitrators, from 
which the parties shall'select^ one (1) arbitrator'by'alternately striking off-the others, the party 
seeking arbitration striking first.' In ariy:eveiit, tile "Arbitrator miist be selected within thirty (30) 
days of the notice of desire to arbitrate. FMCS panels will consist of nine (9) individuals; either 
party may request a second panel.'; '. '-• , ' ..-.>;:;:-J r - : 
A t t T i n F 20 MTSrFT T ANFOTTK J 
Section 20.01 Wages and B e n e f i t s - M o s t Favored Nations fJanse: Nothing contained herein 
shall require the Employer to pay any employee'^ higher rate of pay, a higher Health'and Welfare 
or Pension'contribution, or a higher holiday/or vacation-benefit than that required by. any other 
collective bargaining contract entered -into by the Union with any-other Contractor competitive 
with this Employer-for the same classification of employment for the.same period of time. To 
the extent that anysuch other collective bargaining- contract provides lower wages,7 pension or 
welfare contributions^ holiday or vacation benefits, than those provided' hereunder-• the provisions 
thereof shall be called to the • attention 'of the-Union > and this Agreement will be amended 
immediately to so provide. • ' . . i . 
In addition to' the rights and privileges stated in the preceding paragraph, in any bona fide 
instance where any company signatory to this Agreement submits a bid to perform unit work 
against a contractor not a party to a collective bargaining Agreement with the union which would 
cover the work in question, it is agreed that the fringe benefit provisions (including vacation, 
holiday, health and welfare and pension provisions of this Agreement) may be waived with 
respect to such bid and the contractor will not be required to pay the fringe benefits called for in 
this Agreement to such employees for a period of one year. After one year at such reduced 
benefit levels, all employees on such job shall then be subject to the fringe benefit provisions of 
this Agreement and shall then receive the contractual benefits to which his/her individual date of 
service then entitles such individual. There shall, however, be no retroactivity with regard to any 
benefit suspended during the year of reduction and any determination concerning reduction of 
fringe benefits made pursuant to this paragraph by any Employer shall not be subject to the 
grievance and arbitration procedures. 
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Section 20.02 Change in Cantraotnr Whenever an Employer subject to. this Agreement 
acquires or takes over existing work previously serviced by another (Contractor) subject to this 
collective bargaining agreement with^me'yruon^the acquiiing Employer agree . , ' ' . . " 
' " ' . •'•' ' - . .. "
T> . ' ' i- . 0 . ' ' ; r..r •:.-,?: i ' i --:, *v . . ' _ ' . .;< :: 
(a) That all terms and conditions of.this..Agreement shall.;cpr.tiruie;tp;,be honored and._. 
applied at such new job; and ... - i-oj-,:;-/.-.; en: >*•  .v. -.^r- ^ r; . ,* .>;<-;-r;.; „-•. • -O«-L 
" ' ; "- • : '•• *....:J ?6,*[.rl^ .7'i •'*"« 'i^- v :• •"•'"-"' c^i-rrj:.* - T ',.' --'iic-'t-..»: :;('.., 
(b) . All employees shall enjoy the sair.e-.wages'tand othenbenefitS; as-specified in Article 14 of 
this Agreement as were enjoyed,by the;former Employer's/Employers' employees,for the twelve 
(12) months immediately prior to such acquisitionyat^thatparticulaT job location; . -
(c) -The acquiring Employer: cannot use aigreater-percentagetpfnew (as .defined in .Section 
14.01) hours in each job, classification -used by. the former Employer/Employers, during the 
preceding twelve (12) months of.that particular job location; ,. -; > -Ll , •; ' ,;.:•. ' t ( 
(d) The former Employer/Employers, shall upon- request by the: Union supply the. Union with 
the above information and the Union will inform the,acquiring Contractor within seven (7) days. 
.Section 20.03 The Union shall enforce the above Section 20.02 provision-by:_
 t -
(a) Selecting upon request witiun.seyenj(7) days, an-independent Certified Public 
Accountant from among the following: Arthur Andersen & Company, KPMG Peat 
Marwick, Price Waterhouse & Company;;ori:Ernst;&,Young/who will act promptly to. • -i 
inspect the books and records of the alleged violator which are necessary, to determine if a ,:. 
violation exists. The alleged violator agrees.to allow the Certified Public Accountant to 
inspect the necessary books and records, The fee of the Certified Public Accountant will 
be paid by the requesting party if there is no violation,' or. by the offending party if a rt-t 
violation is found to exist. In the event of a; material violation, the violator shall pay a ?>•• 
fine in the sum of $5,000.00 for-the first material violation and $10,000.00 for each -
material violation, thereafter,in equal,-amounts to the CONTRACT CLEAJNTERS : . 
BUILDING SERVICE EMPLOYEES' UNION, LOCAL NO. 50 HEALTH AND . .. 
WELFARE and PENSION TRUST. In addition, the violator shall pay all back wages 
and benefits to the injured employees and-increase the wages and benefits to the level * 
specified in sub-paragraph (c) of Section 20.02 above. 
(b) All minor violations will be corrected without a fine.-
(c) Further, the violator agrees to pay all reasonable attorney's fees and Court costs 
incurred in enforcement of these provisions. 
AHnPT,F,21-SAFF,TY 
Section 21.01 The Employer shall make every effort to make the work equipment safe and 
accident free. 
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Sectinn 11.02 In the case of a'reasonable cause-to believe an employee might be intoxicated or 
be using a controlled substance, or in the case of an industrial accident that requires medical 
treatment, excluding routine first aid, an employee will be tested. Any employee who refuses to 
submit to such test will be discharged. -Anyengjloyee-submitting to a test will be allowed to 
present a list of prescription or non-prescription drugs to the testing facility and those will be 
corisideredm'rriakihg devaluation'of me test7results.'Any employee whose drug test is positive 
will be'given the-option of bemg~ placed'upon'-an^uttpaid -leave'ofvabsence for the purpose of 
enrollmg-and'successfully^ cbm]filetmg;a"drug'ir^habilitation program.1 Upon written certification 
within six (6) months that' me individual has- successfully Completed such a program; they will be 
reinstated;'without pay but:without loss 'of seniority^pro'vided:that pursuant to the customer's 
drug policy, the individual is eligible to work ori'the'job for Which he has seniority. For a period 
of one year following such reinstatement, the employee will be subjected to random testing. In 
the event the employee-fails'any subsequent'randbmitest,- this.employee will be discharged. Any 
employee who declines to enroll in such a program or, if enrolled, fails to successfully complete 
such aprogram will be discharged^ 'The-ofe-of rehabilitation is a one time opportunity only. If 
any employee tested-has'a negative result, me individual w4U:be returned to work without loss of 
pay or benefits!: In making a determination of reasonable' cause, such decision will only be made 
by the individual" above :the supervisorin-the individual 'building. All-testing will be doneat 
Company expense and will be conducted iri;a"qualffied facility. A copy of the results will be 
given to the employee, 
ftectinn TL03 The Employer and the Union shall meet periodically to discuss safety problems at 
times and places mutually agreeable. The Company will provide to the Union a list of all work 
sites which are applicable to compliance with the Blood Borne Pathogens Act. 
ARTTPT F 22 - PttOBATTONARV PFRTOT) 
Employees shall be classified as probationary employees during the first forty-five (45) calendar 
days of employment, and during said period may be discharged at the sole discretion of the 
Employer, with said discharge not being subject to the Grievance and Arbitration Procedures set 
forth in Article 19. When an employee completes the probationary period said employee's 
seniority shall then be established dating back to the date of last hire. If such probationary period 
is interrupted by a leave of absence for any reason, the calculation of such 45 calendar day period 
shall be held in abeyance at the beginning of such leave and shall only resume upon the return to 
active employment. 
ARTTrT F 21 - TTTRV DTTTV 
The Company agrees that any full-time day employee regularly scheduled for forty (40) hours per 
workweek and who has at least eighteen (18) months of service as a full-time employee with the 
Employer who serves on a petit jury and who presents to the Company proper proof of the actual 
time that they serve on the jury, will be paid at their straight time hourly rate for those hours said 
employee would have worked but for the jury service, excluding any overtime hours. The 
Company shall make such payments up to a maximum of two (2) days during any eighteen (18) 
calendar months. To be eligible for payment, the employee must surrender to the Company, 
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properly endorsed to the Company, the check .received from the governmental authority for such 
jury service. ''..••• •*.•'•<'; .-•*' .<.• :• •. ;, • • • ' . . .
 v . * . • 
r .AttTTClI.1T. ?d--FTTNF.RAT. T I A W .,, - .. 
• • •' • " • ' • • ' • • : , ! 5 : ; •' ••'• i : : ' r " i - ! • ; • - : : ' , - . • , , ; . . . ; • - . / , ; ; ; ^ - • . ; • . ' ij ,• 
Upon presentation ofproof of death satisfactory^ the G ^ ^ three 
day unpaid leave in the,case.of me.death:o^memb,ers;of'the employee's immediate family, which 
shall only include mother^ -. father,^  ;spo.use;;ibrother, > sister, .cluld^en andlvgrandparents..- An 
employee with one (1) years ,of^cpntmuous''serv.ic,e.iseiigible -for one-day <of bereavement pay in 
the case of the death of members of the:employee's immediate'family,;.which shall.only include 
mother, father, spouse, brother,.sister,;childrenand grandparents. . . ^.^-.r. : j - ,. L 
r i . '" - - -• '< ••• >•--" (:..••./ :w-iz*.?ri - : f t . . : . •>? - . . , • , • -> •;-,-;:• • 
ABTTPT-.F,. 2* •- DTfR ATTON OF. ACTF^.MTT.NT ., 
•'
r:' •tjtxrr" '•'•] .r-- -. :.':.i , <;. : , > .1 • .* .. . . •-•-. 
This Agreement shall take effect as of October
 :1,,20Q2, and -shall -continue in force and,effect 
through December 31, 2006, andshal! renswritself-in alL respects for, yearly, periods, thereafter, 
except that either party .hereto may request ^modification or-amendmentof,any or all provisions 
of same by giving the other party a»writtejn/nptice:piisiicri;-iiitention,--not more than ninety (90) 
days nor less than sixty (60) days<prior to D.ecember 31,2006,. or any year thereafter. 
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\ ;. 1( ; LOCAL 5a ~ 
SERVICE EMPLOYEES' INTERNATIONAX 
o UNION, AFL-CIO, CLC 
— » - • • » ' J .. . , - 'T—T. r : -f- '-. 
••'^•<1'y--:: .'.• 
DonaldX.Rudd, President^; ;^\V-. -;-± -j;- i.Date : 
.OJ 'i ,: 'vnr-v; j - ! i ^•-. = -,ij.- .Members ofV: .*.--».. v --_. 
;R , CONTRACTJ CLEANERS ASSOCIATION 
S T . I A U I S •-::..-<;• • • 
J * ^ 
ABBCO Service Corporation,'rU ,- -,ai .;_ i . Date.r 
"••I'f""'/] &--~rSii:^-^-(.i ' *-.*!'-?; 
BG Service Solutions-,. « ..--. ,—• 
Clean-Tech Company v _r, - -,v- ;>. * 
Columbia Maintenance (Jompany 
yOnesouree Facility Services, Inc..... • -. • 
.Date .n i 
•'•• / 7;- -
Date 
Date 
Date . 
Maintenance Unlimited JamtoriiJriff£ Date 
J? <^iL ///22/^ 
B'Maintenance Met. Co. Dare 
Building One Service Solutions Date 
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AT>nFNDTTMtf1 ^TTFATTTT ANT) WFT FARF 
i 
Effective October 1, 2002, the Employer agrees to contribute into the Contract Cleaners Building 
Service Employees' Welfare Trust, the sum of fifty cents (500) per hour for- all full time 
employees and twenty five cents (25c1) per hour for.all part time employees for all production 
hours worked by employees-wh'o are employed m-excess"of-tiuee.(3):.c.alendar.months and are 
covered by this Agreement. As-used in this Addenduzrii'-'a'-full time-employee -is one regularly 
scheduled to work 35 hours or more per week. A part time employee is one regularly scheduled 
to work less than 35 hours per week. Payment'is^to"be made by the twentieth (20th) day of the 
month following the month' contributions ar^'earned for the duration of this Agreement. It is 
agreed that if, due solely to the fact that confritntions^are not made for employees during the first 
three (3) months of their employment, the fund shall not have adequate resources to maintain 
benefit levels as they existed as of December 31, 1998, then, in thatevent, and after appropriate 
resolution of a majority of the Trustees of the-fund, the Employer agrees'to. resume contributions 
for employees effective upon the first (1st) day of employment..- - -•"- --:• '.< 0 it" -
The undersigned Employer hereby accepts and subscribes to the Agreement and Declaration of 
Trust made between the undersigned Local-No. -50 and the Contract Cleaners Association of 
Greater St. Louis and agrees to be bound thereby and by any amendments made or to be made 
thereto, by said parties and authorizes the said parties to name Trustees and Successor Trustees to 
administer the Welfare Fund established by said Agreement and Declaration of Trust and hereby 
ratifies and accepts such Trustees-and the terms and-conditions of said. Trust as fully and 
completely as if made by the undersigned, provided, however, that --no amendment to said 
Agreement and Declaration of Trust shall bind the Employer for any financial obligation beyond 
that set out in the Collective Bargaining Agreement between Local No. 50 and said Employer at 
the time said amendment is made. - . ' . . . . .„ . „ . •* ... 
The Employer shall be under no obligation to see to the application of such monies as are paid 
into said Welfare Fund. .Said Welfare Fund shall be audited annually by a reputable Certified 
Public Accountant,- without expense to the" Employer, and such. Auditor's-.reports shall be 
available at all times to the Employer, participants "and to the officers of the Association, at the 
principal office of the Trust Fund. 
CONTRACT CLEANERS ASSOCIATION ... 
X" bb^ ft. OIL 
Steve Allen, President 
LOCAL NO. 50 SERVICE EMPLOYEES' INTERNATIONAL 
UNION, AFL-CIO, CLC 
d L. Rudd, President Date 
/*/*>> A 
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Effective October 1, 2002; pension contributions-will-be ten cents (100) per production hour 
worked by employees-Covered by this Agreement. '-Effective October 1, '2004,. pension 
contributions will be-twelve cents (!120) perprdduction hour worked by employees covered by 
this Agreement-.- Effective'October'^;:2005/per^si6n;contributions willbe fifteen cents (150) per 
production hour worked by employees covered by this Agreement. The employer shall 
contribute'to :Gohti*a^t:'CleahgrsfService 'Employees' -Pension.Trust, these specified.amounts for 
all productibn3hoiirs worked 'by' employees covered'by tbis: Agreement; whichpayment is to be 
made by the twentieth (20m) day of the month' following the month contributions are earned. 
The undersigned Employer hereby accepts and ^ subscribes11*© the "Agreement and'Declaration of 
Trust made between the undersigned Local'No. 50'arid Contract Cleaners Association of Greater 
St. Louis, and agrees to be bound thereby and by any amendments made or to be made thereto by 
said parties and authorizes the said parties to name Trustees and Successor Trustees to administer 
the Pension Trust'established by said AgreemeSt 'and'-'Declaration of Trust,'"and hereby ratifies 
and accepts such Trustees and the terms'and conditions of said Trust as fully and completely as if 
made by the undersigned, provided, however, that no amendment to said Agreement and 
Declaration of Trust shall bind the Employer for any financial obligation beyond that set out in 
the Collective Bargaining Agreement between Local No. $0 arid said Employer at the time said 
Amendment is made. ' "'" ' i ' " ' " ' . . . 
The Employer shall be'under no obligation to see"to the application of such rrionies as are paid 
into said Pension Fund. Said Pension Fund shall be audited annually by a reputable Certified 
Public Accountant, without expense to the Employer, and such Auditor's reports shall be 
available at all times to the Employer, participants and'tof the Officers of the Association, at the 
principal office of the Trust Fund. 
CONTRACT CLEANERS ASSOCIATION 
Steve Allen, President 
LOCAL NO. 50 SERVICE EMPLOYEES' INTERNATIONAL 
UNION, AFL-CIO, CLC 
Donald L. Rudd, President Date 
/*?/l*/* ^ 
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T>KO,ARATJQN0F0TGmTY 
• The parties, to this Agreement-mutually
 ;recognize that-all employees, regardless of the 
work which they perform, must be treated^ \yim .dignity,; As adults, citizens or resident aliens of 
the United States and taxpayers of the United States .and the states .and .cities in which they live 
and work, these individuals deserve, toibejtreated-with dignity^cpurtesy and respect.: - ..., ^  . 
:
~ '" •• •' •' :i"f. ••/•• -J r\> '/•? ;i:ri*.o- •-'^ ' .'So/ui- ••-' •>.-,. n* .:':' r,v •. <•• 
Upon the execution of meir;-2002-200(5/cplleptivejbargainHig •agreement^ - the, members of 
the.Contract Cleaners Association-of,St. B-ouis.and Local;,-5,0,-Service, ^mpjoyees.VInternational 
Union, AFL-CIO-CLC, shall each instruct .:their officers^ agents -: and employees, ,including 
management and supervisory individuals, to treat bargaining unit employees and members in 
accordance with..the Declaration herein.-.Representatives of Local.50 and;superyisors of;the 
individual companies shall be subject to discipline as, their employer may elect for.any:violations 
of the intent of this Declaration. .. ., ..:V.. f.,,. -. ... . • r , . ... . 
All business representatives., and ...employees of. Local ,5)0 ..and all supervisors, and 
management officials of the Employers sjbiall, treat: each, other'with. the,, courtesy and respect to 
which they are entitled. . ,,.^ ., . .. . -
 :_ . _ 
.- This Declaration represents the solemn, pledgenof the companies signatory hereto and of 
the Union; while its provisions are not subject to the grievance and arbitration procedures of the 
collective bargaining agreement, the Union and each Company shall designate a representative to 
meet upon request to discuss and resolve problems so .as .to insure the.meaning and intent .of this 
Declaration are faithfully observed. . , . i • .." ' 
•. Signed this 2 2- day of November*200.2 \ ' . . ' , . " 
1U&U/ •;•-••• "-^m^POdJL^ 
FOR THE UNION ^ ^ FOR THE ASSOCIATION 
DATE T 
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CoStar Information 11/06/2002 
CBD 
Building Address 
707 N. 1st St 
727 N. 1st St 
319 N. 4th St 
100 S. 4th St 
400 S. 4th St.-
515 N. 6th St 
421 N. 7th St 
801 N. 11th St 
, 
210 N. 13th St 
100 N. Broadway 
200 N. Broadway 
211 N. Broadway 
314 N. Broadway 
500 N. Broadway 
501 N.Broadway 
10 S.-Broadway 
, * 
909 Chestnut St 
1831 Chestnut St 
1005 Convention Plz 
4r , ' . 
1 N. Jefferson Ave 
510 Locust St 
1015 Locust St 
1221 Locust St 
Building Name 
Bi-State Building 
Raeder Place 
Security Building 
MCI Building 
Sverdrup Facilities Building- ' 
One City Centre 
US Bank 
i " ' .; 
Convention Plaza Complex 
' " • • ; ' ! ' " ; ' • . 
Missouri Pacific Building 
Bank of AmericaTower, •••'• 
St. Louis Place 
Metropolitan Square 
Marquette Building 
Broadway. Building 
One Financial Plaza 
Equitable Building 
• • • ' , : . : . . - . - - - . 
One BelhCenter^ 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
• : - • • 
A.G Edwards Headquarters 
" ' • • i : • ! • • - ' - ; :•--•- •' 
Locust Street Office Complex 
1
 ! -'' 
The Locust Building 
Shell Building 
"• -.- " . 
RBA 
130,000 
.. ;I05,000 
• 
104,000 
248,651. 
256,040' 
.. . 375,216 
_ 600,000 
;; ;•! 
; ; ' ; ! . ' ' : : j i 
281,320: 
% Leased 
.. 100 
93 
- -
.. 89 
. . ..-i 
. 71 
'36 
. „ - 73 
.... 100 
1 •'-'• 
-t ' • ' 
- 76 
. : >:?\ji_ . . : • > « ! 
471,000 
405,600 
337,088 
.... .1,050,649 
266,312 
284,964 
_.;434',-i36 
423;634 
• j . ; ' • 
1,273,750 
425,000 
250,000 
• • v 
1,400,000 
270,000 
240,930 
104,000 
_ TOO 
75 
„ 8.0 
-8-4 
.30. 
- 52 
- 88 
.89, 
-..'.; 
100 
100 
100 
+ " 
100 
100 
83 
81 
... Net Leased 
130,000 
97,650 
..-.-.-
„. - _. 92,560 
176,542 
, ...... :i 92,174 
273,908 
_ .__ .600,000 
,. ^ „ . .. .. 
- - - • . * • 
„ , . , . . •-
_ , .212.500 
! . ' " '. • - • • 
471,000 
304,200 
... . . . . . . .269,670 
_ .;J882,545: 
r , . 80,000 
..._./., 148,181 
.382,040 
377,034 
-.-' 
1,273,750 
425,000 
250,000 
1,400,000 
• 
270,000 
199,972 
84,240 
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CoStar Information 11/06/2002 
CBD 
Building Address Building Name 
2654 Locust St 
700 Market St 
701 Market St 
800 Market St 
1010 Market St 
1520 Market St 
2350 Market St 
1710 Martin Luther King Dr 
1 Memorial Dr 
515 Olive St 
611 Olive St 
705 Olive St 
720 Olive St 
721 Olive St , . 
906 Olive St 
1017 Olive St 
1111 Olive St 
1415 Olive St 
1430Olive,St . 
1717 Olive St 
1915 Olive St 
1010 Pine St 
1881 Pine St 
1222 Spruce St 
• 
• • 
800 N. Tucker Blvd 
900 N. Tucker Blvd 
555 Washington Ave 
911 Washington Ave 
GenAmerica Building 
Gateway One 
Bank of America Plaza 
. • . -
Abrams Federal Building 
Market ;Plaza
 : \ 
Gateway Tower 
-••• ; i. ' 
Millennium Center 
Railway Exchange Building 
Seven-O-Five Building 
Laciede Gas Building 
Chemical Building •' 
' . ''•'-'' ''• I ' 1 : ' -
Frisco'Building '• • , ; 
; ; ' • • ' • ': • ' -
Laclede Gas Company Centre 
• • . - ' • . • . . ' '•' ' ' ' ' ' '•' 
Farm Credit Building 
Parkside Plaza J- •> . 
Plaza Square 
A.G. Edwards 
• , - • -
• . , - • • • ' i • 
Robert A. Young Federal BuMmg 
• • 
" 
Lammert Building 
RBA 
100,132 
140,000 
401.625 
750,000 
342,660 
401.529 
96,000 
100,000 
217,340 
-.-: " 
226,738 
309,000 
.;. '165,000 
441i,029 
130,000 
: .'"._'-; -J •'•. 
i _ Jir&.pqo 
; .-;'il, *':;/• 
i 9.8,000 
100,000 
150,000 
* 98,700 
600,000 
. _... 143,024 
.. 584,000 
;i.1i;047 
. •
!
 i• 
1^008,138 
• • . 
120,000 
70,000 
199,438 
159,500 
% Leased 
. 100 
100 
82 
99 
88 
100 
TOO 
100 
69 
.;'•'• 
100 
100 
70 
92' 
98 
, ] 
..40 
s'{: 
74 
. 100 
; 100 
. . 96 
! 97 
_." . 100 
. _ _100 
. . 91 
:.. - -
f 100 
*: '-~ 
-
„ 100 
. _ .. 100 
' . - > ' • • 56 
" 90 
Net Leased 
100,132 
140,000 
329,333 
742,500 
301,541 
401.529 
96,000 
_ 100.000 
149,965 
'226,738 
_ , . „ . 309,000 
' . „ . . . „ . 115.500 
; , 410.157 
,.__ ,.1.27.400 
•-, : :''•'•{. 
L ...."85,750 
'_„, . „ „ . ' z. 
'#2,520 
_ _ l . o o . o o p 
150,000 
I. •: 94,752 
'„...-..,, .^.582,000 
!
 . . . . „ . , 143,024 
- 584,000 
„ . . 101,053 
~ . . . — » . . - - - • -
;..._ - 1,008,t38 
;. — . . . . . : - . _ . 
i- • 
. . . -. • 
^ - -. 
. .. 120,000 
., . _ 70,000 
' • -111.685 
143,550 
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CoStar Information 
CBD 
11/06/2002 
Building Address 
. 
• 
• 
• -
i • -: Building Name 
; ' • ' • 
t 
' -~ - - - -
. 
- . ' . ' • , 
-- - 1 
- . . ; 
. ' '•'•• , . > ' * : • - _• ~ ( i - • ; ; • • * • ' • * , ' | , 1 , ! " ' ; : 
r 
• • • • i - . . - : : - : " • , } 
• _ . „ • . . - . - j 
•
r
 > 
• - ; '• 
Union Station 
St. Louis Centre 
RBA.\ ' . 
' . . • - . • ' v . ' : , 
i<> :> • 1 
. -""V " „ • 
; . ' ' '•'• • _ • ' • 
. . . . • . • - , 
1 
' ' ." i 
;... r j i ' r - .'; 
_ . . . . - • - - - - . : 
: ' - - " . ' - : " - " • -
•V. . ; . : ; 1 V ' . " . . -
_ " . • / ' . " . . ' / : - - : -
• . " , - ' * 
200,000 
2001O00 
17,575.190 
% Leased:;•'< 
'".j i 
• " ' ' \ 
.... . 
„ . . . - • ' ' - • ; 
. . . . . -' '- ; 
' - ' • ; 
" " • " i 
• ; 
, < • • 
.. . . - _ . . - - . - - -; 
:;--;i'.i 
> '. 'V / •' 
• ' » ' v . ' j 
10(5 
. 100 
. Net Leased 
. - • . , . _ „ -
, . . . „ . , -
. . . - . - . 
.. v . ' . 
- - — — — ' - '.- -
- — * . - . - — 
-.-- - * 
" " - - - - • - ; 
. ^ , - , . „ , _ .V '. i» 
- — — i 
~ - - • - - , 
_ ~ . .-
. . . . . . . - . — . * • • • • . - , 
. „ . . . ' 
. . . ..200,000 
.... .. 20o;ooo 
15,809,233 
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CoStar Information 11/06/2002 
CBD 
Additional Buildings 
1301 Olive St 
1706 Washington Ave 
2300 Locust St 
2700 Olive St 
3050 Spruce St 
411 Locust St 
6565 Wells Ave 
801 Chestnut 
Jefferson Ave 
S. 18th St 
1114 Market Street 
St. Louis Public Library 
CPICorp -
SJI Fulfillment 
AT&T 
Sigma Aldrich LSJ . .-
Federal Reserve Bank . . . 
Federal Mogul . . . . . _ . . . 
• . . . . - . . . - • 
Southwestern Bell Data Center . 
1
 . . . _ . -
United Parcel Service 
Ameren UE . . 
Thomas Eagleton Courthouse 
. . 
Nooter Corporation 
St. Louis Municipal courts 
St. Louis Civil Courts • " :.:-
St. Louis Juvenile Courts 
Old Federal Courthouse 
Wainwright Building 
City Hall 
150,000 
200;000 
130,000 
: .. 600,000 
! .. .137,000 
.. _ 450,000 
l 2oo;ooo 
550,000 
• • ' 
( - -. • -
! - 80,408 
. 450,000 
780,000 
, -. - -
. 150,000 
. ...200,000 
; L-220.000 
90,000 
550,000 
208,000 
486,000 
5,631,408 
23,206,598 
100 
100 
. . .100. 
- . .100 
; .100 
;. . ......loo 
; ._;.:- .. .100 
; . . . ~ 100 
. . . ... :_ 
; - • • • • ' . - -
100 
- • 100 
; 100 
: 
; -.. -ioo 
'.. _ . .100 
; .. --'-".ioo 
100 
100 
100 
100 
.150,000 
• . . _ . 
• ' - " . " . . : : 
... _ .200,000 
130,000 
; 600,000 
!.«._. 137,000 
i... 450,000 
; 200,000 
I - • - — ~ — • - •• • 
i — - 550,000 
;.. .~-.---. . -
. . . . 
•.«-. - 80.408 
450,000 
;... -780,000 
i . . . * _ . . • * . v. 
•:.: — ..150,000 
• 200,000 
| l ' ' ; 220,000 
90,000 
550.000 
208,000 
486,000 
5,631,408 
21,440,641 
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CoStar Information 11/06/2002 
St. Louis City 
Building Address 
835 S. 8th St 
6214 Delmar Blvd 
625 N. Euclid Ave 
4100 Forest Park Ave 
4444 Forest Park Ave 
4300 Goodfellow Blvd 
500-512 N.Grand Ave 
1755 S.Grand 
1130 Hampton Ave 
1001 W. Highlands Plaza Or 
200 N. Kingshighway Blvd 
4050 Lindell Blvd 
4625 Lindell Blvd 
1310PapinSt 
721 Pestalozzi 
Additional Buildings 
317 S. 16th St 
385 Marshall Rd 
5050 Oakland Dr 
600 S. Taylor 
718 N.Grand 
7910 Manchester Rd 
Building Name ] RBA 
. • 
Ralston Purina 
Euclid Plaza Bldg 
Blue Cross 
Federal Complex 
Metropolitan Building 
• . . . _ . _ . 
Highlands Building I 
Chase Park Plaza 
AmericanRed Cross •/;.. ••=:<"; 
Bank of America Building 
Blanke Building 
Anheuser Busch, Inc. 
DEA Building 
Solutia 
St. Louis Science Center 
BJC/Taylor Ave. Building 
Powell Symphony Hall 
Sunnen Products 
Missouri Botannicai Gardens 
775,000 
120,000 
96,000 
230,000 
175,000 
940,000 
80,000 
121,000 
72,655 
v ' . . * ' * ' • 
• •145;000 
1.200,000 
; 75,000 
71,652 
163,000 
881,000 
5.145.307 
90,000 
70,000 
196,525 
120,000 
100,000 
200,000 
200,000 
% Leased 
100 
100 
85 
100 
100 
75 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
Net Leased 
775,000 
120,000 
81,600 
230,000 
175.000 
704.000 
80,000 
121,000 
72,655 
j - . > n _ „ - . 
. •) 145,000 
1,200,000 
: 75,000 
71,652 
163,000 
531,000 
4.544.907 
90,000 
70.000 
196,525 
120.000 
100,000 
200,000 
200,000 
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CoStar Information 
St. Louis City 
11/06/2002 
• ' • . 
Subtotal. . 
Grand Total 
Midtown 5tate Office Building 
-.>..-.':- !.*-;- l.-iV.I 
' , i . , . - 1 • • , • '
 ; : • * - • ' • ' • ' '
 ; 
1861300 
'. .!•;;. '.i..'1--' 
1,162,825 
6,308,132 
100 
:
' 'tii 
, -' 
1861300 
• I ' j f . < >':<•• • 
1,162,825 
... „. .5 r707,732 
) • 
• M , I* 
, i 
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CoStar Information 11/06/2002 
Clayton 
Building Address 
230 S. Bemiston 
231 S. Bemiston 
7700 Bonhomme Ave 
7777 Bonhomme Ave • 
1 N. Brentwood Blvd 
1034 S. Brentwood Blvd 
1401 S. Brentwood Blvd 
1750 S. Brentwood Blvd 
, 
190Caronde le tAve-
120 S. Central Ave 
222 S. Central Ave 
7930 Clayton Rd 
500 Corporate Park Dr 
600 Corporate Park Dr 
700 Corporate Park Dr 
501 Corporate Park Dr 
7425 Forsylh Blvd 
7701 Forsyth Blvd 
7733 Forsyth Blvd 
7800 Forsyth Blvd 
8000 Forsyth Blvd 
8100 Forsyth Blvd -: 
8235 Forsyth Blvd 
101 S. HanleyRd 
1401 S. HanleyRd 
300 Hunter Ave 
8000 Maryland Ave 
Bui ld ing Name 
Bemiston Tower 
Bonhomme Place 
Sevens Building 
Shaw Park Plaza 
University Club Tower 
Magna Place -
Joseph H. White Building 
The Plaza in Clayton 
Clayton Center 
; -
• • - -
- . • 
• 
Clayton Executive Center I.& 2 
' . . . . . . - • • - . : - ' : ' " . ' . " ' " • ' " 
Enterprise-Corporate-'-'--'-*---"" 
Enterprise Corporate - - -
Enterprise-Corporate - - -•''"" 
' 
••'•' 
East Tower 
West Tower - Building II 
Bank of America 
_ 
Commerce Bank Building 
- '. •
 ;
: 
Merrill Lynch Center , 
Interco Corporate Tower 
Coinco Building 
Huntieigh Financial Center 
RBA 
86.970 
187.000 
10,1,327 
• -'-"" .196,428 
274,272 
• 
." , • . .263.039 
175,000 
' —74,568 
,.'..-. , ' 
• 309,140 
:
. - . ,7.-293,246 
• - - • ; -
117,888 
' 
." ^ ; — 
•;---'.-""1,53l782 
-' - ' - \ 
"-'•'••••"--••-1^,000 
" • - - • " ' "-+25,000 
!
 ----- " '125,000 
- - - -170,000 
• ' . . 1 . - . 11 . . • 
. 1 
-'•"-232,874 
215,483 
. *
J
-- 355,000 
108,000 
196.697 
. . -102,000 
245,000 
339,163 
126,097 
78,750 
194,045 
% Leased 
.99 
89 
• 88 
91 
.-•"A .. *55 
,*. - , , „ j 
• r-Q5 
:-_._. ... . -
 h : 8 9 
_
 g 8 
: i • " | . 
. 9 7 
. ^.-,:m 
• ,92 
- " " '- - - ' 
- - -
. too 
- - ~;ioo 
-loo 
— ""- ' '-TOO 
-.100 
t ^ ' . 1 I M P 
-•-too 
85 
'93 
" 8 9 
100 
100 
84 
87 
100 
100 
82 
Net Leased 
88,080 
166,430 
7 .
 ; 89,168 
178,749 
•V-- ;.;!50,850 
,-;[ ^249,887 
, v , ,155,750 
' " 7 3 , 0 7 7 
. " - , ' " • i 
.f f." : 299,866 
•f T ,^252,192 
.., 
„ . - 1P8.457 
t '--- " - - % 
:;::k':~ 153,782 
.-] >. - . ; 
; - . -125,000 
'V : . v- 125,000 
' 125,000 
170,000 
. " . • . 
' ' 2 3 2 , 8 7 4 
. . 183.161 
'.':": -330,150 
' - ' "96.120 
196,697 
102,000 
205,800 
- 295,072 
126,097 
. 78,750 
159,117 
Final 
72237.1 7 
CoStar information 11/06/2002 
Clayton 
Building Address 
8182 Maryland Ave -
;'. 
8300 Maryland Ave 
' , ' ' - - • • • 
83,50 Maryland Ave - i 
" \__ - ' -
34 N. Meramec Ave - - , 
135 N. Meramec Ave 
150/165/168 N. Meramec . 
Marytana" Park-East/West 
._. ' J.'1'-- - - -;'':'' 
1.1 S. Meramec Ave . 
.121 S. Meramec Ave. .. 
225 S. Meramec Ave >" 
:
 : - - • • • ; . - , , 
Additional Buildings 
--- ! • ' 
100 S. Brentwood 
111-S -Meramec • 
121 S. Central -
15Sunn'en:Dr -- • 
1600 S. Brentwood -
- •
 rC\' - " " : \'. " 
2650 S t a n l e y 
501-S. Brentwood 
- '> ' 
7711 Bonhomme 
9900 Clayton Rd 
Grand Total 
Building Name 
Srriurfit Stone Centre 
Brown Group 
Brown Group'1 
' . 
Graybar Building 
First Bank 
Buildings 1,11, & III 
.'_'— 
. 
Commerce Bank Building 
• \ " ' . '•' 
Parkway Tower 
i 
-. _. . --
- - i 
Park Place % . . - ' -
Clayton Government Center 
World Trade Center of St; Louis,: 
,T5ISunnen Dr! •• - -
Centre 40 Bui^ing 
•- f i 
Hanley Complex 
Family Courts Building 
i 
Windsor Building 
Mississippi Transformation Corp 
Galleria 
i " 
RBA 
280,000 
93,000 
. 71,280 
- • 
' 72,800 
80,000 
185,973 
107,000 
• 150,000 
152,277 
82,500 
6,247,599 
'r':.71,800 
500,000 
",;-;~ ,. .274,000 
.. : . , : , ,.'71.000 
.,,105.400 
' '. ; ~ 
' 117,000 
• " 73,000 
. 80,000 
150,000 
150,000 
• ' ' 
1,592,200 
; ' : • 
7,839,799 
% Leased 
...93 
100 
100 
100 
100 
.100 
100 
100 
100 
95 
.100 
100 
100 
• .,.100 
.' 100 
100 
• 400 
100 
100 
100 
Net Leased 
260,400 
93,000 
71,280 
72,800 
80,000 
185,973 
107,000 
150,000 
152,277 
78,375 
5,768,229 
71,800 
500,000 
274,000 
.71,000 
105,400 
117,000 
73,000 
80,000 
150,000 
150,000 
1,592,200 
7,360,429 
72237.1 8 
Final 
/ 
GRAND TOTALS 
RBA 
37.354.529 
Net Leased 
34,508,802 
72237,1 Final 
